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NEW THERMAL NEUTRON
SCATTERING FILES

FOR ENDF/B-VI RELEASE 2

by

R. E. MacFarlane

ABSTRACT

At thermal neutron energies, the binding of the scattering nucleus
in a solid, liquid, or gas affects the cross section and the distribution
of secondary neutrons. These effects are described in the thermal sub-
library of Version VI of the Evaluated Nuclear Data Files (ENDF/B-
V1) using the File 7 format. In the original release of the ENDF/B-VI
library, the data in File 7 were obtained by converting the thermal
scattering evaluations of END F/B-111 to the END F-6 format. These
original evaluations were prepared at General Atomics (GA) in the
late sixties, and they suffer from accuracy limitations imposed by the
computers of the day. This report describes new evaluations for six of
the thermal moderator materials and six new cold moderator materi-
als. The calculations were made with the LEAPR module of NJOY,
which uses methods based on the British code LEAP, together with
the original GA physics models, to obtain new ENDF files that are
accurate over a wider range of energy and momentum transfer than
the existing files. The new materials are H in HZO, Be metal, Be
in BeO, C in graphite, H in ZrH, Zr in ZrH, liquid ortho-hydrogen,
liquid para-hydrogen, liquid ortho-deuterium, liquid para-deuterium
liquid methane, and solid methane.

I. INTRODUCTION

A good understanding of the scattering of thermal neutrons (that is, neutrons

wit h energies below about 4 eV) is important for the design of nuclear reactors,

spent fuel storage and shipping systems, fuel processing lines, and radiation

shielding. In this energy range, the scattering is affected by the binding of the

scat tering nucleus in the solid, liquid, or gas moderator material. The neutron
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can give up energy to excitations in the material, or it can gain energy. These

effects change the reaction cross section, and they modify the energy and angle

distribution of the scattered neutrons.

All versions of the US-standard Evaluated Nuclear Data Files (ENDF) since

version III have contained evaluations for thermal neutron scattering based on

1 Because of the limited com-work done at General Atomics (GA) in the sixties.

puter assets available in those days, the calculations were limited to neutron en-

ergy transfers of about 1 eV, and some numerical problems occured even under

these limitations. Modern reactor analysis codes use thermal scattering methods

up to energies as high ss 4 eV, and the existing data are not adequate to pre-

pare appropriate libraries for them. For some time, we have wanted to produce

extended evaluations that remove these limits.

When the ENDF-6 format, which is used for the ENDF/B-VI library, was

designed, we included a number of extensions and improvements to the so-called

“File 7 Format.”2 At that time, it was not possible to prepare new evaluations

to match the new format, and we simply converted the old evaluations to the

new format. The only significant changes made involved renormalizing the basic

cross sections to match the low-energy cross sections from ENDF/B-VL This

work was done here at Los .Alamos, but we didn’t do a very good job with the

component of scattering called “coherent elastic,” (which shows up for Be, BeO,

and graphite) in the energy range between .1 and 1 eV. The “incoherent elastic”

component for Zr in ZrH is also incorrect. There has been a strong incentive to

correct these problems for some time.

Therefore, to fix the numerical problems, to extend the energy-transfer range

of the evaluations, and to correct the elastic scattering problem, we decided

to prepare new evaluations for the key moderator materials. This was made

possible by the existence of a new module for the NJOY Nuclear Data Process-

ing System3 called LEAPR. The LEAPR module is based on the British code

LEAP+ ADDELT originally written by McLatchie at Harwell in 1962 then im-

plemented by Butland at Winfrith,5 and finally modified to work better for cold

moderators as part of the Ph.D. Thesis of D. J. Picton, now at the University

of Birmingham. We got involved with LEAP at the instigation of Gary Rus-

sell of the Los Alamos Neutron Scattering Experiment facility (LANSCE), who

needed results for cold moderators like liquid hydrogen, liquid deuterium, liquid

methane, and solid methane, to use in the design of cold-neutron sources for his

facility.7~ 8 Picton kindly provided his version of LEAP to Russell. After work-
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ing with the code and theory for a while, we realized that the phonon expansion

method used by LEAP had the capability to compute scattering through larger

energy transfers than did the GASKET codeg used by GA. Based on this ca-

pability, we decided to integrate the core of the LEAP method into NJOY and

to add on the other capabilities needed to produce ENDF-6 files for important

moderator materials. The first part of this report describes the basic methods

used in this new module and gives its input instructions.

Once the LEAPR module was complete, it was used to recompute the thermal

scattering files for the most important moderator materials from ENDF/B-VI.

The physics models were left the same as in the original GA work. This report

cent ains sections describing the model, the calculated results, and the differences

between the old ENDF/B-IV.O evaluations and the new evaluations for each

moderator system. We have also included sections describing new evaluations

for several materials useful as moderators for cold neutron sources. The resulting

thermal sublibrary files have been submitted to the Cross Section Evaluation

Working Group (CSEWG) for inclusion in Release 2 of the ENDF/B-VI library.

II. THE LEAPR MODULE OF NJOY

This module is used to prepare the scattering law S(a, @ and related quanti-

ties, which describe thermal scattering from bound moderators, in the ENDF-6

format used by the THERMR module of NJOY. The original ENDF thermal

scattering datal were prepared by by GA using the GASKET code. g This code

has difficulty working with the very large energy and momentum transfers en-

countered for large incident energy or very low temperatures.

The code that Dr. Picton provided was modified extensively to fit better

into the NJOY environment and to take advantage of modern large comput-

ers. This involved massive rearrangement of storage and routines, updating for

FORTRAN-77, and extensive editing of the comment cards. The original Edge-

wood expansion and short collision time ( SCT) treatments were removed in favor

of using more terms in the phonon expansion and using the simple ENDF SCT

formula.2 In addition, output in ENDF-6 format2 was provided, the capability

to include either coherent or incoherent elastic scattering was added, a major

speedup for the diffusion calculation was provided, and a capability to produce a

mixed scattering law for materials like BeO and benzine was developed. In order

to improve the numerics on short-word computers, the code was changed to use
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the asymmetric scattering function, the normalization scheme for the phonon

expansion was revised, and the discrete-oscillator calculation was rebuilt to take

better advantage of the convolution properties of the delta function and to use

better Bessel functions. A complete discussion of the theory used in the code is

given below.

A. Theory

The following discussion of the theory used in the the code is based on the

original British document ation and the presentation in a standard reference. 10

1. Coherent and Incoherent Scattering. In practice, the scattering of

neutrons from a system of N particles with a random distribution of spins or

isotope types can be expressed as the sum of a coherent part and an incoherent

part. The coherent scattering includes the effects from waves that are able to

interfere with each other, and the incoherent part depends on a simple sum of

noninterfering waves from all the N particles. (The spin correlations in ortho

and para hydrogen violate the assumption of randomness, so liquid hydrogen

does not fit into the model described here. A method for treating them will

be described below.) The cross sections for coherent and incoherent scattering

can be considered to be characteristic properties of the materials. As examples,

the scattering from hydrogen is almost completely incoherent, and the scattering

from carbon and oxygen is almost completely coherent.

Ilmthermore, the coherent and incoherent scattering include both elastic and

inelastic parts. The elastic scattering takes place with no energy change. It

should not be confused with the elastic scattering from a single particle that

is familiar for higher neutron energies where the neutron loses energy; thermal

elastic scattering can be considered to be scattering from the entire lattice; thus

the effective mass of the target is very large, and the neutron does not lose

energy in the scattering process. Thermal inelastic scattering results in an energy

loss (gain) for the neutron with a corresponding excitation (deexcitation) of the

target. The excitation may correspond to the production of one or more phonons

in a crystalline material, to the production of rotations or vibrations in molecules,

or to the initiation of atomic or molecular recoil motions in a liquid or gas.

In addition, the coherent inelastic part of the scattering contains both inter-

ference effects between waves scattered by different particles and direct terms.
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It turns out that the direct part for gases, liquids, and solids consisting of ran-

domly oriented crystallite has approximately the same form as the incoherent

term. The interference is usually neglected.

Therefore, we can

three different parts:

●

●

●

Coherent elastic.

usually divide the thermal scattering cross section into

Important for crystalline solids like graphite or beryllium.

Incoherent elastic. Important for hydrogenous solids like solid methane,

polyethylene, and zirconium hydride.

Inelastic. Important for all materials (this category includes both incoher-

ent and coherent inelastic).

The absence of interference in incoherent scattering and the neglect of inter-

ference in coherent inelastic scattering allow us to construct thermal scattering

laws for “hydrogen in water, “ “hydrogen in solid methane,” or “oxygen in beryl-

lium oxide.” However, this simplification is not possible in general for coherent

elastic scattering in materials with more that one type of atom in the unit cell;

for coherent elastic scattering, beryllium oxide must be considered as a unit.

2. Inelastic Scattering. It is shown in the standard references 10 that the

double differential scattering cross section for thermal neutrons for gases, liquids,

or solids consisting of randomly ordered microcrystals can be written as

(1)

where E and E’ are the incident and secondary neutron energies in the labora-

tory system, p is the cosine of the scattering angle in the laboratory, ~b is the

characteristic bound scattering cross section for the material, kT is the thermal

energy in eV, and S (script S) is the asymmetric form of the scattering law. The

scat tering law depends on only two variables: the momentum transfer

E’+E–2@@
a =

AkT 7 (2)

where A is the ratio of the scatterer mass to the neutron mass, and the energy

transfer
E’– E

~= kT . (3)
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Note that /3 is positive for energy gain and negative for energy loss. Working in

the incoherent approximation and the Gaussian approximation, the scattering

law can be written

(4)

where ~ is time measured in units of Ii/(kZ’) seconds. The function 7(~) is given

by

where

7(8 = a ~~ P(/?) [1 – e–i@] e–~/2 d~,

P(p) = P(P)
2/3sinh(@/2) ‘

(5)

(6)

and where p(~) is the frequency spectrum of excitations in the system expressed

as a function of /3. “ ‘ L 1- --.——.-1:—–3 –– r– n------1ne specwum must De normauzea as Iouows:

f’P(P)@= 1 (7)

defined by Eq.(6) is used directly in LEAPR, and p(/?) =

a function of e in eV. For systems in thermal equilibrium,

The function P(/3)

p(e/kt) is given as

there is a relationship between upscatter and downscatter called “detail balance”

that is a consequence of microscopic reversibility. It requires that

S(a, /?)= e–~S(c2, –/3). (8)

Liquid hydrogen and deuterium violate this condition, as will be described below.

In addition, the scattering law satisfies two other important constraints, namely,

normalization

J= s(~,p)dp = 1,

and the sum rule

[~m ( ~)d~psa, =–a.

Actually, ENDF works with the so-called “symmetric”

(9)

(lo)

S(a, p),

S(a, ~) = ep/2 S(a, ~),

which (except for liquid hydrogen or deuterium) satisfies the condition

S(a, p) = S(CY,–/3) .

(11)

(12)



Note that S(a, –/3) for positive/3 describes the downscatter side of the function,

and because it is basically proportional to the cross section, it can be represented

by reasonable numbers (say 10-8 to 1) for all /?. The symmetric S(o, ~), on the

other hand, can easily be smaller than S(a, —~) by factors like e-@12 N e –80 ~

10-35, which can cause trouble on short-word machines. This kind of numerical

problem is even more severe for cold moderators, where dynamic ranges on the

order of 10lm occur for S(a, /?). (The user will have to use some caution reading

this report, because the typographic symbols for S and script-S are very similar.)

By working with S(CY,–/?), LEAPR can do all of its calculations using single-

precision variables, even on a short-word machine.

The next step is to decompose the frequency spectrum into a sum of simple

where the following possibilities are allowed:

Pj(8) = ~j&(~j ) discrete oscillator, (14)

Pj(9) = p,(p) solid-type spectrum and (15)

Pj(@) = Pt (B) translational spectrum. (16)

The solid-type spectrum must vary as /32 as ~ goes to zero, and it must integrate

to w,, the weight for the solid-type law. The translational spectrum can be either

a free-gas law or a diffusion-type spectrum represented with the approximation of

Egelstaff and Schofield that will be discussed later. In either case, the spectrum

must integrate to Wt, the translational weight. The sum of all the weights of the

partial spectra must equal 1. Defining ~j (~) to be the value of ~ appropriate for pj,

and Sj to be the corresponding partial scattering law and using the convolution

theorem for Fourier transforms lead to a recursive formula for the scattering law:

S(a, /8) = W(CY,/3), (17)

where

(18)
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As an example of the use of this recursive procedure, consider a case where the

desired frequency spectrum is a combination of p, and two discrete oscillators.

First, calculate SilJ=& using ps. Then calculate S2 using p(j?l ), the distribution

for the first discrete oscillator, and convolve S2 with S(lI to obtain S(2), the com-

posite scattering law for the first two partial distributions. Repeat the process

with the second discrete oscillator to obtain S(3), which is equal to S(a, /?) for

the full distribution.

3. The Phonon Expansion. Consider first 7.(O, the Gaussian function for

solid-type frequency spectra. Expanding the time-dependent part of the expo-

nential gives

where A, is the Debye-Wailer coefficient

(20)

The scattering function becomes

For convenience, define the quantity in the second line of this equation to be

J; T.(@). Then clearly,

(22)

and
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In general,

z($) =/- %(0’)7’n.*(p-p’) C@’@ (25)
-m

The script-T functions obey the relationship T.(@) = e–~T.(–~). In addition,

each of the Tn functions obeys the following normalization condition:

/m ~(@)@= 1. (26)
—w

It guarantees that Eq.(9) will be satisfied by the sum in Eq.(22). In LEAPR, the

T.(–@) functions are precomputed on the input @ grid for n up to some specified

maximum value, typically 100. It is then easy to compute the smooth part of

S, (a, –/3) for any sufficiently small value of a using Eq.(22): The correspond-

ing values of S=(cr, /?) can then be obtained by multiplying by e—~. The delta

function arising from the “zer~phonon” term is carried forward separately. The

normalization in Eq. (22) has better numerical properties than the one used in

LEAP.

4. The Short-Collision-Time Approximation. For larger values of cr, the

expansion of Eq. (22) requires too many terms. LEAPR uses the simple SCT

approximation from ENDF to extend the solid-type scattering law.

S=(cr,–p) =

and

S=(cz,/?)= e–~S=(a, –/3),

where @ is positive, and where the effective temperature is given by

As above, w, is the weight for the solid-type spectrum,

(27)

(28)

(29)

5. Diffusion and free-Gas Translation. The neutron scattering from many

important liquids, including water and liquid methane, can be represented using

a solid-type spectrum of rotational and vibrational modes combined with a dif-

fusion term. Egelstaff and Schofield have proposed an especially simple model
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fordiffusion called the “effectivew idthmodel”. It has the advantage of having

analytic forms for both S(a, @) and theassociated frequency spectrum p(/?):

2cw@
S,(a, /3) = — [exp 2c2wta

r
- /3/2]

and

p(p) = w+ - sinh(/?/2) K1{dm~}. (31)

In these equations ,Kl(z)is amodified Bessel functionof the second kind, and

the translational weight wt and the diffusion constant care provided as inputs.

An alternative for the translational part of the distribution is the free-gas

law. It isclearly appropriate for a gas of molecules, but it has also been used

to represent the translational component for liquid moderators like water. 1 The

scattering law is given by

[
St(a, –/3)= ~& exp –

(W,a - p)’ 14w@ ‘
(32)

and

S,(C2, /?) = e–%(% –P) , (33)

with ~ positive. The free-gas law is used in LEAPR if the diffusion coefficient c

is input as zero.

In LEAPR, S,(cr, ~), the scattering law for the solid-type modes, is calculated

using the phonon expansion as described above. The translational contribution

&(cz, ~) is then calculated using one of the formulas above on a ~ grid chosen to

represent its shape fairly well. The combined scattering law is then obtained by

convolution as follows:

The first term arises from the delta function in Eq.(22), which isn’t included

in the numerical results for the phonon series calculation. The values for St(p)

and SS(~—/3’) are obtained from the precomputed functions by interpolation.

This makes LEAPR run much faster than LEAP+ ADDELT for diffusive cases,

because the original code did direct recalculations of the solid-type scattering
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law for all the desired values of ~–~’. It also had to take pains to compute St on

a /3 grid that was commensurate with the input grid. This often resulted in more

points for St than were necessary to obtain useful

The effective temperature for a combination

modes is computed using. —
= wtT + w*TS

accuracy for the convolutions.

of solid-type and translation

(35)

6. Discrete Oscillators. Polyatomic molecules normally contain a number

of vibrational modes that can be represented as discrete oscillators. The distri-

bution function for one oscillator is given by wi6(@i) , where wi is the fractional

weight for mode i, and pi is the energy-transfer parameter computed from the

mode’s vibrational frequency. The corresponding scattering law is given by

= ~ Ain(~) &(@ - n~i) ,
n=-=

where

~i
coth(~i/2)

= Wi
Pi

The combination of a solid-type mode (s) with

would give

s@@, /3) =

S(l)(a, /3) =

=

S(z)(a, /3) =

=

S.(a,/3),

(36)

. (37)

discrete oscillators (1) and (2)

~ A1n(CY)S(”)(CY, ~-n/31), and

(38)

(39)
n=-oo

~ A2m(CY) E A1n(CY)S(”)(CY,~-n@l-m/3,) . (40)
m= -cm n=-cn

This process can be continued through S(3)(tY, /3), S(’)(cr, /?), etc., until all the

discrete oscillators have been included. The result has the form

s(a, ~) = ~ wk(tl)s,(cY,/3– /?k), (41)
k
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where the /3~and the associated weights W~ are easily generated recursively using

a procedure that throws out small weights at each step. The Debye-Wailer A for

the combined modes is computed using

A= A8+~Ai.
i=l

The effective temperature for the combined modes is given by

(42)

T= = ()N Pi Pi
wtT + WS~~ + ~ Wi ~ coth ~ T.

i=l
(43)

If the starting-point scattering law St”l does not contain a translational con-

tribution (true for hydrogenous solids like polyethylene and frozen methane),

it is important to remember to include the effects of the “zero-phonon” term

exp(–a~, )6(@. The code does this by adding in triangular peaks with the

proper areas and with their apexes at the @ value closest to the ~& values. One

of these peaks is at /3=0. This peak is not put into the scattering law as a sharp

triangle; instead, it is handled as “incoherent elastic” scattering in order to take

full advantage of the analytic properties of 6(P).

7. Incoherent Elastic Scattering. In hydrogenous solids, there is an elastic

(no energy loss) component of scattering arising from the “zero-phonon,” or n=O

term, of Eq.(22). In ENDF terminology, this is called the “incoherent elastic”

term. Clearly,

Sj.I(flY,~) = e –%(p) . (44)

The corresponding differential scattering cross section is

u(E, p) = ~ e–2WE(1 – p) ,

and the integrated cross section is

In these equations, the Debye- Wailer coefficient is given by

(45)

(46)

12
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where A is computed from the input frequency spectrum as shown by Eq, (20) and

modified by the presence of discrete oscillators (if any) as shown above. LEAPR

writes the bound scattering cross section ~b and the Debye-Wailer coefficient W

as a function of temperature into a section of the ENDF-6 output with MF=7

and MT=2,

8. Coherent Elastic Scattering. In solids consisting of coherent scatterers—

for example, graphite-the zero-phonon term leads to interference scattering

from the various planes of atoms of the crystals making up the solid. Once

again, there is no energy loss, and the ENDF term for the process is “coherent

elastic scattering. The differential scattering cross section is given by

~coh(~,~) = ~ ~ fie-4wEi6(/J -p)i>
Ei<E

(48)

where

/Ji =l– Ei/E, (49)

and the integrated cross section is given by

(50)

In these equations,

for the material, W

“Bragg edges”, and

a= is the effective bound coherent scattering cross section

is the effective Debye- Wailer coefficient, Ei are the so-called

the j’i are related to the crystallographic structure factors.

It can be seen from Eq.(50) that the coherent elastic cross section is zero below

the first Bragg Edge, El (typically about 2 to 5 meV). It then jumps sharply

to a value determined by ~1 and the Debye- Wailer term. At higher energies,

the cross section drops off as l/E until E=E2. It then takes another jump, and

resumes its l/E drop off. The sizes of the steps in the cross section gradually

get smaller, and at high energies there is nothing left but an asymptotic l/E

decrease (typically above 1 to 2 eV). LEAPR stores the quantity &cOh(E) as

a function of energy and temperature in a section of the ENDF-6 output with

MF=7 and MT=2. The cross section is easily recovered from this representation

by dividing by E (this is done in the THERMR module of NJOY). The angular

distribution of scattered neutrons can be calculated by extracting the -fi from the

steps in O=Oh(E) file by subtraction. This process is carried out automatically in

the GROUPR module of NJOY.
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The calculation of the Ei and ~i depends on a knowledge of the crystal

structure of the scattering material. The methods used are borrowed from

HEXSCAT.ll Ingeneral, theenergies of the Bragg edges are given by

(51)

where ~i is the length of the vectors of one particular “shell” of the reciprocal

lattice, and m is the neutron mass. The ~i factors for a material containing a

single atomic species are given by

(52)

where the sum extends over all reciprocal lattice vectors of the given length, and

the crystallographic structure factor is given by

lF(r)12 = 15ei2’q2 ~
j=l

(53)

where N is the number of atoms in the unit cell, @j = F” ~j are the phases for

the atoms, and the ~j are their positions. The situation is more complicated for

materials containing different atomic species, such as beryllium oxide. In these

cases,

(54)

where the coherent cross section and Debye-Wailer factor can be different for

each site in the unit cell. The effective coherent cross section is clearly given by

(55)

Since LEAPR only works with one material at a time, it doesn’t have access to

different values of Wj for the atoms in the unit cell. Therefore, it assumes that

either WiEi is small, or the Wj doesn’t vary much from site to site. This allows

it to calculate the fi using

(56)
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For hexagonal materials, the lattice is described by the two constants a and c.

The reciprocal lattice vector lengths are given by

(~) = *(e: +e; +e1e2)+ -je:, (57)

where tl, t2, and /3 run over all the positive and negative integers, including zero.

The volume of the unit cell is

V = tiazc/2.

For graphite, there are four atoms in the unit cell at positions12

(58)

(0,0,0), (-;,;, 14 (-;+;).m (–;j–~,2,
These positions give the following phases:

41 = 0,

42 = (–t, + t2)/s ,

+3 = –(2/3)11 – (1/3)t, + (1/2)t3, and

44 = ‘(1/3)~1 + (1/3)&+ (1/2)&.

The form factor for graphite becomes

IF12 =
{

6 + 10 cos[27r(11 – 4?2)/3] .t3even

4 sin2[7r(t~ – /2)/3] 1~ odd
(63)

For the hexagonal close packed (hcp) structure, which includes beryllium, there

are two atoms per unit cell at

(0,0,0), (:,:,;),——

and the form factor for hcp lattices, such as beryllium, becomes

IF12 = 2 + 2cos[27r(211 + 41’ + 313)/6] . (64)

The beryllium oxide lattice consists of two interpenetrating hcp lattices, one

for the beryllium atoms, and one for the oxygen. There are four atoms per unit

15
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cell with positions

(0,0,0), (;,;,; ), (0,0,74), (;,:,U+;),

where u is .378 (which is very close to 3/8). Using the approximation that the

Debye- Wailer factor doesn’t vary from position to position in the unit cell gives

the following expression for the structure factor:

IF’12= (2+ 2COS[27(211 + 4t, + 3/.)/6]) (r; + 2rIr, COS(37r&/4) + r;) , (6s)

where r? and r; are the bound coherent cross sections for beryllium and oxygen>

respectively, and the effective coherent cross section, tYc,is to be taken as 1. More

formulas for the structure factor can be added to the code when needed.

9. Liquid Hydrogen and Deuterium. Materials containing hydrogen (H)

or deuterium (D) molecules violate the assumption that spins are distributed

randomly that underlies the incoherent approximation used for Eq.(22), and

an explicitly quantum-mechanical formula is required to take account of the

correlations between the spins of two atoms in the same molecule. This problem

13. Changing to our notation, the formulaswas considered by Young and Koppel.

for the hydrogen molecule (neglecting vibrations) become
.

&ra(~, P) = ~ P.
J=0,2,4,...

~ 4r
[— APU. x +%. ~ ](2J’ + 1)~b J’=0,2,4,... J’=1,3,5,...

X ~}(tf)(l, P+PJJ’)

J’+J

x ~ 4j:(y) c’(JJ’t; 00) ,
t=lJ’-Jl

and

(66)

47r
x ~ [&thO ~ +%tho ~ ](2J’+ 1)

J’=0,2,4,... J’=1 35, , ,...

x ~j(w~, p+bJJ’ )
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J’+J

x ~ 4j;(y) C’(JJV; 00) .
C=IJ’–JI

The coefficients for the even and odd sums are given below.

Type A(even) B(odd)

H para a; a;

(67)

Here a= and ai are the coherent and incoherent scattering lengths (note that

the characteristic bound cross section ab=4~[a~+a~] ), ~J is the statistical weight

factor, /3JJ~=(Ej-13J)/kT is the energy transfer for a rotational transition, j~(z)

is a spherical Bessel function of order /, and C(JYf?; 00) is a Clebsch-Gordan

coefficient. The parameter y is given by ~a/2=(a/2) i=, where a is the

interatomic dist ante in the molecule, and Al is the molecular mass. The trans-

lational weight w is 1/2 for H2 and 1/4 for Dz. The sums over J’ are treated as

operators in order to keep the notation compact.

Young and Koppel assumed that the molecular translations were free, so the

equations contain

–exp[-(a~:)’l)“(”’‘p)=k (68)

and

~~(a, ~) = e–~~f(cr, –$?), (69)

the free-atom scattering function (with /3 positive). Note that CYis multiplied by

a transh%tiond weight of 0.5 or 0.25 when this equation is used in order to make

the formula apply to a molecule with mass ratio 2 or 4, respectively.

These formulas as stated are appropriate for a gas of hydrogen or deuterium

molecules. In a liquid, there are two additional effects to be considered: in-

terference between the neutron waves scattered from different molecules, and

the fact that the recoil of the hydrogen molecule is not really free. First, we

will consider the latter effect. Experiments by Egelstaff, Haywood, and Webb

at Harwe1124 and Schott at Karlsruhe25 showed appreciable broadening of the

quasi-elastic scattering peak for liquid hydrogen, and both groups ascribed this
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to diffusive effects. Later, Utsuro of Kyoto University constructed a simple an-

alytic mode126 that included both diffusion and intermolecular vibrations and

showed good agreement with experiment. More recently, Keinert and Sax of the

University of Stuttgart proposed the mode127 that we follow here.

They suggested that the free translation term in the Young and Koppel for-

mulas be replaced by the superposition of a solid-state like motion and a dif-

fusive law. One can picture a hydrogen molecule bound in a cluster of about

20 molecules and undergoing vibrations similar to those of a hydrogen molecule

in a solid. These clumps then diffuse through the liquid (hindered translations)

according to the Egelstaff-Schofield effective width model discussed above. The

details of the performance of this model will be discussed further in a subsequent

section.

As mentioned earlier, waves scattered from different molecules can also in-

terfere. Intermolecular coherence results when there is a correlation between the

positions of nearby molecules. This kind of coherence is described by the “static

structure factorn S(K). This quantity can be used in an approximation due to

Vineyard28 as follows:

(70)

This is equivalent to using Eqs.(66) and (67) with a: replaced by S(~)a~ in the

calculation of the coefficients

shown below.

10. Mixed Moderators.

A and l?. The effects of this procedure will be

In some cases, thermal evaluations give the scat-

tering for a principal scatterer as bound in a moderator, for example, H in HZO,

or Zr in ZrH. The other atoms in the molecule are represented by an analytic law

(free-gas O), or by another detailed scattering law (H in ZrH). In other cases,

the scattering from the entire molecule is represented in one file. Examples from

ENDF are BeO and methane. The molecular scattering is renormalized to be

used with the principal scatterer (Be or H for these cases); the secondary scatterer

is assumed to have zero scattering in the thermal range.
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Taking BeO as an example, the thermal cross section can be represented as

follows:

where CYB=stands for a computed with the atomic mass ratio for Be, AB=. In

practice, LEAPR first computes SB=using the input a grid, and then it computes

SO on a new a grid obtained by transforming the input grid with the indicated

mass ratio. The two parts can now be added up by weighting with the indicated

ratio of the bound cross sections. The method for preparing a mixed S(a, /3) for

BeO is shown in detail below.

B. LEAPR Input Instructions

The following listing of input instructions was copied from the comment cards

at the beginning of the LEAPR module. It is always a good idea to check the

current source file in case there have been changes.

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

* ----- USERIMPUT(FREEFORMAT)---------------------------------*
*

* CARD 1 - UNITS
* lrouT EHDF OUTPUTUIJITFOR THERHALFILE
*

* CARD 2 - TITLE
*
* CARD 3 - RUM CONTROL
* IITEXPRliUMBEROF TEMPERATURES
* IPRIIT PRIIITCOllTROL(O=lfIli, I=MORE,2=HOST,DEF=l)
* IPHOI PEOIIOH-EXPAIISIOMORDER (DEF=1OO)
*
● CARD 4 - EWDFOUTPUTCOllTROL
* HAT EHDF MAT lIU14BER
● ZA 1000*Z+AFOR PRIiiCIPALSCATTERER
* ISABT SAB TYPE (0=S, 1=SS, DEF=O)
* ILOG LOG FLAG (0=S, 1=ALOG1O(S), DEF=O)
*

* CARD 5 - PRIIICIPALSCATTERERCOMTROL
* AWR WEIGHT RATIO TO llEUTROHFOR PRINCIPALSCATTERER
* SPR FREE ATOH CROSS SECTIOIIFOR PRIIiCIPALSCATTERER
* HPR KUHBER OF PRIHCIPALSCATTERIlfGATOHS 11 COMPOUHD
* IEL COHEREHTELASTICOPTION
* o HOME (DEFAuLT)
* 1 GRAPHITE
* 2 BERYLLIUM

●

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

●

☛

☛

●

●

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

●

●

●

●

☛

☛
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

20

* 3 BERYLLIUXOXIDE
* UCOLD COLD HYDROGEliOPTIOJI(DEF=O)
● 1 ORTHO HYDROGEN
* 2 PARA HYDROGEI
● 3 OTHO DEUTERIUH
* 4 PARA DEUTERIU14
*
* CARD 6 - SECOliDARYSCATTERERCOHTROL
* IiSs !IUKBEROF SECOlfDARYSCATTERERS(O OR 1)
* B7 SECOIIDARYSCATTERERTYPE
● (O=SCTOliLY,l=FREE,2=DIFFUSIOI)
* AWS WEIGHT RATIO TO HEUTROIFOR SECOIDARYSCATTERER
* SPS FREE ATOMS CROSS SECTIOIFOR SECOIIDARYSCATTERER
● Hss liUl!BEROF ATOHS OF THIS TYPE 11 THE COHPOUMD
*
*CARD7- ALPHA, BETA COIITROL
* HALPHA IIUNBEROF ALPHA VALUES
* EBETA NUMBER OF BETA VALUES
* LAT IF LAT.EQ.1,ALPHA AHD BETA VALUES ARE SCALEO
* BY .0253/TEV,WHERE TEV IS TEHP 11 EV. (DEF=O)
*
* CARD 8 - ALPHA vALuEs (IMcREAsIHGORDER)
* CARD 9 - BETA VALUES (IMCREASIXGORDER)
*

* SCATTERERLOOP, DO TEMPERATURELOOP FOR PRIHCIPALSCATTERER.
* REPEAT FOR SECOHDARYSCATTERER(IF ANY) IF B7=0.
*
* TEMPERATURELOOP, REPEAT CARDS 10 TO 18 FOR EACH TEMPERATURE
●

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

●

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

●

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

●

☛

●

☛

CARD 10 - TEMPERATURE(K)
A MEGATIVEVALUE HEAIISSKIP CARDS 11 TO 18,

THEREBYUSIl!GPREVIOUSPARAMETERSFOR THIS TEHP.

CARD ii -- COHTIIIUOUSDISTRIBUTIONCOliTROL
DELTA INTERVALIllEV
III HUHBER OF POIMTS

CARD 12 -- RHO(EIiERGY)(ORDEROF IICREASIIGEV)

CARD 13 - COliTIHUOUSDISTRIBUTIONPARAMETERS
TUT TRAlU5LATIONALWEIGHT
c DIFFUSIOMCOMSTAHT(ZEROFOR FREE GAS)
TBETA NORMALIZATIONFOR CONTINUOUSPART

CARD 14 - DISCRETEOSCILLATORCOIiTROL
MD HUMBER OF DISCRETEOSCILLATORS

CARD 15 - OSCILLATORENERGIES (EV)
CARD 16 - OSCILLATORWEIGHTS (SUM TO 1.-TBETA-T’VT)

CARD 17 - PAIR CORRELATIONCOIfTROL(YCOLD.GT.0OYLY)
liKA HUMBER OF KAPPA VALUES
DKA KAPPA INCRE14ENT(INV.ANGSTROHS)

CARD 18 SKAPPAVALUES IIIINCREASINGORDER (IYV.AllG.)

*
*
●

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

●

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

●

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

☛

●

☛

☛

☛

●

☛

☛

☛

●

●

☛

☛

☛

●

☛

☛

●

☛

☛

●

☛

☛

●

☛

☛

☛

☛



c * ●

c * CARD 19 - FILE 1 COMMENTS,REPEATUMTIL BLAHK LIliEIS READ. *
c* ●

c ******************************************************************

Card listhestandard NJOY units card. NOUTshould be anumberfrom20

up, and itcan be either positive (ASCII) or negative (blocked binary).

Thetitle cardis just used to label the input deck and the output listing for

the user’s convenience. The title string does not gointo the output ENDF file.

Card 3 contains global parameters that control the run. The meaning of

NTEMPRis clear. The amount of information printed on the output listing iscon-

trolled by IPRINT. The default is 1 (amid-size listing). If you suspect problems,

you can turn on the long listing to see more details. NPHONgives the order of the

phonon expansion. Usually a fairly large number (such as 100) is suitable. If it

is too small, the SCT approximation will be used to excess.

The ENDF MATnumber on Card 4 should be one of the numbers listed in

Appendix C of ENDF-102.2 For the user’s convenience, the numbers currently

being used are given in the following table:

Table 1: Material (MAT) and Reaction (MT) Numbers Used in ENDF
Thermal Evaluations and NJOY Processing

Compound MAT MT Com~ound MAT MT

Water

Para Hydrogen

Ortho Hydrogen

H in ZrH

Heavy Water

Para Deuterium

Ortho Deuterium

Be

1

2

3

7

11

12

13

26

222 BeO 27 233,234

Graphite 31 229,230

Polyethylene 37 223,224

225,226 Benzine 40 227

228 Zr in ZrH 58 235,236

U02 75

Uc 76

231,232

The table also gives the non-standard MT numbers used to label these reactions

in NJOY THERMR, GROUPR, and MATXSR runs. The appropriate value to be

used for ZA is fairly obvious. The parameter ISYM controls whether the output

ENDF tape contains the symmetric S(a, ~) or the asymmetric S(a, /3). The
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second option gives much better numerics, especially on short-word machines,

but it is not sanctioned by the ENDF-6 format. ILOG controls whether the output

file contains S (or S) or log10 S. Giving the log of S is the ENDF-sanctioned way

of handling very small numbers in File 7.

The “principal scatterer” may be hard to select for some compounds. For

water, it is H. But for ZrH, it would be H for MAT=7 and Zr for MAT=58. For

mixed moderators, such as BeO, it is usually the lighter material. The value of

SPR should be chosen by looking at the low-energy limit for MF=3, MT=2 (elas-

ticscattering) on the neutron file to be used with the new evaluation. The value

for NPRwould be 2 for HZO, or 1 for BeO. The elastic option IEL would normally

be zero, except for solid moderators. Currently, only the three crystalline mate-

rials graphite, beryllium, and beryllium oxide are supported for coherent elastic

scattering. Options for U02 and UC need to be added. If IEL=O and TUT-O., an

incoherent elastic section is automatically added to the ENDF tape. This nor-

mally occurs for hydrogenous solids like polyethylene, ZrH, or frozen methane.

The NSCOLDoption is set to zero, except when a liquid hydrogen or deuterium

calculation is desired.

The “secondary scatterer” card would be just “0/” for simple materials like

graphite or beryllium. The behavior of LEAPR for molecular moderators is de-

termined by the value of B7. The choice B7=0. is for mixed moderators like BeO

and benzine. In these cases, the entire S(ct, /?) for the molecule is given in MF=7,

MT=4, and it is intended to be used with the neutron file for the primary scat-

terer. The secondary scatterer’s cross section, atomic weight ratio, and effective

temperature are only used for extending S(CY,/?) with the SCT approximation

(see THERMR). When B7>0 ., only the scattering law for the primary scatterer

isgiven.The effects of the secondary scatterer are to be included later by using

an analytic law. For example, in the Water evaluation, the S(a, /3) is for H in

H20; the oxygen is included later by using a free-gas cross section using the given

SPS and AUS.

Cards 7-9 are used to define the a and ~ grids for the LEAPR run. These

grids are currently limited to 200 elements each. In the ENDF thermal format,

the values for S(cr, /3) for the higher temperatures are given on the same a and /3

grids as for the base temperature. But since a and /3 are inversely proportional

to 2’, only the smaller CYand /3 values would be seen at higher temperatures.

The results for the higher values would normally be zero. This is a waste of

space in the fields on the ENDF evaluation. Using LAT=1 will spread the scatter-
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ing law values for the higher temperatures out, thereby giving a more accurate

represent at ion.

The range of p helps determine the high-energy limit for the evaluation. For

example, if T is 296K, a value of /3~.X of 160 will allow downscatter events of 4

eV to be represented without recourse to the SCT approximation. This implies

that pretty good results would be obtained for incident neutrons with energies

of 4 eV. If incident energies are limited to &Xk7’, the range of a values that

can be obtained using Eq. (2) is limited to O~aX = 4~~=/A. The specific point5

in the CYand /3 grids are hard to choose. Too many points make the evaluation

expensive to use; too few lead to inaccurate interpolated results. The low ~

grid should probably have about the same detail as the input p(~) in order to

reflect all the structure in the frequency distribution. Because of the smoothing

effect of the convolutions, the grid can gradually get coarser as /3 increases. GA

traditionally used a log spacing in this higher region. If translational modes are

to be included, a finer /3 grid for small ~ may be required to get good results at

small a. If discrete oscillators are included, additional /? values might be needed

near the values +n@i and their various sums and differences, especially for n= 1.

After running LEAPR, the user should examine the results us @ printed out on

the listing and the results vs a printed out on the ENDF file to see whether the

features of S(a, @ are being represented well enough. If the normalization and

sum rule checks are not being satisfied well, this may be an indication that the

grids are too coarse.

If a secondary scatterer with B7=0. isseen,itisnecessaryto read two entire

temperature loops,one for the principalscatterer,and one for the secondary

scatterer.See the BeO example below forhow thisisdone.

LEAI?R allows you to change the input frequency distribution p(e) for eve-

ry temperature, but this has not been done historically. For all the examples

included in this report, Cards 11–18 are given for the first temperature only.

Subsequently, only Card 10 is given to enter the desired temperature value.

The input distribution is given as a function of energy (eV) on a uniform grid.

It can be in arbitrary units; it will always be normalized to the value TBETA. If

a translationalterm isdesiredin addition,set TUT to a number greaterthan

zero. The translationalterm can be eithera free-gaslaw (c=O.) or a diffusive

law (c>O .).
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Card 14 is used to enter the number of discrete

energies and weights are given on the following two

obev the restriction

oscillators desired. Their

cards. It is important to

.
ND

Wt+W~+~Wi=l.
i=l

(72)

Of course, if ND=O,the sum over i in this equation is omitted.

Card 17 is only given for the liquid hydrogen or liquid deuterium cases. It

controls the entry of the pair-correlation function used to account for inter-

molecular interference at very low neutron energies. Card 18 gives the actual

values for S(K). See the liquid hydrogen example below for an example of how

this quantity is entered.

The final section of the input deck gives the new comment cards to be added

to the section MF=l/MT=451 on the ENDF file generated by LEAPR. If this

section is to be a part of a standard library like ENDF/B-VI, there are standard

fields that must appear. Examples of the appearance of such a formal section will

be found in the following sections. Note that the comment cards are terminated

by an empty card; the number of cards entered is counted by LEAPR.
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III. BERYLLIUM METAL

The phonon dispersion curves for metallic beryllium were fitted by Schmunk

et al.14 using a model of central forces that extend to the fifth nearest neighbors.

The phonon spectrum corresponding to this model was calculated by the root

sampling method, and then used to compute S(cr, /3). It was necessary to make

one small change because the p(c) given in the GA report did not follow an C2

law at low c as required by theory. Therefore, the lowest value was changed from

.00312 to .0062. The LEAPR input file is shown below. The points added to the

CYand ~ grid are distinguished by a different number of significant figures or a

different style.

o
6
LEAPR
20
*BE METAL, ElfDFHODEL (EXTEllDED) */
8 1 160/
26 126./
8.934786.15 1 2/
0/
90 103 1/
.01008 .015 .02S2 .033 .0504 .0756 .1008 .1S
.2520300.33 .6040600.75609001.0081201.2601501.512180
1.7642102.0162402.2682702.5203002.7723303.024360
3.2816303.5444503.8126104.0865104.3661704.651670
4.9431105.2408105.5446605.8548606.1716106.495010
6.8252707.1623907.5066607.8580908.2168808.583230
8.9573509.3392209.72916010.1276010.5338010.94920
11.3726011.8051012.2466012.983013.1580013.62880
14.1086014.5986015.0986015.6097016.1309016.66420
17.2076017.7631018.3 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27.
28. 30. 32. 34. 36. 38. 40. 42. 44. 46. 48. 50. 52.5 56,
60. 62.5 65. 67.5 70. 75. 80./
0.0000OOE+O 1.512180E-13.024360E-I4.536540E-I6.048720E-1
7.560900E-19.073080E-11.058530E+01.209740E+01.360960E+0
1.512180E+01.663400E+01.814620E+01.89022501.965830E+0
2.0414402.117050E+02.1926602.268270E+02.343880
2.419490E+02.4961002.S7071OE+O2.6463152.721920E+0
2.7975302.873140E+02.948750
3.024360E+03.17S580E+03.326790E+03.478010E+03.629230E+0
3.780450E+03.931670E+04.082880E+04.241460E+04.407900E+0
4.58251OE+O4.765580E+04.957630E+05.159150E+05.370460E+0
5.4813S06.592240E+05.708525
5.82481OE+O6.068780E+06.324740E+06.593200E+0
6.874870E+07.170250E+07.480150E+07.805270E+08.146310E+0
8.503990E+08.879320E+09.272890E+09.68581OE+O1.011950E+1
1.057320E+11.105OOOE+11.155000E+11.207420E+11.262470E+1
1.320230E+I1.380720E+11.444230E+I1.51087OE+11.580730E+1
1.654120E+11.730940E+I1.811690E+11.896270E+11.985090E+I
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2.078240E+12.175920E+12.278350E+12.38581OE+12.498620E+1
2.616880E+12.740980E+12.871120E+13.007720E+13.150880E+1
3.301190E+13.458760E+13.624090E+13.797490E+13.979450E+1
42. 44. 46. 48. 50. 52.5 55. 57.5 60. 65. 70. 75. 80./
296/
.001536155/
o. .0062 .025 .06 .115 .17 .235
.308 .39 .475 .S9S .775 1.052
1.1482 1.6233 1.6653 1.74232.4289 2.8072
3.2863 3.76774.4397 5.49246.331S 7.6421
9.5339 12.101615.055322.015426.638229.3387
32.603635.777 37.653640.3845 37.119632.39
29.826921.2831 18.948813.01867.33848 12.5075
18.903123.556425.692325.585543.0544 17.8656
6.819753.989632.99184 1.6843 .657720./
o. 0. i. 0./
0/
-400./
-500./
-600./
-700./
-800./
-1000./
-1200./
* BE METAL LAHL EVAL-APR93lfACFARLAHE*/
* REF. 3 DIST- */
* ---- EHDF/B-6 HATERIAL26 ●/
* ----- THERMALlJEUTROHSCATTERINGDATA */
* ------ ENDF-6 */
* */
* TEMPERATURES= 296, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 1000, 1200 */
* ●/

* HISTORY*/
* -------●/
* THIS EVALUATIONWAS GEIIERATEDAT THE LOS ALAHOS MATIOHAL●/

* LABORATORY(APR 1993)USIKG THE LEAPR CODE. THE PHYSICAL*/
* MODEL IS VERY SIHILARTO THE ONE USED AT GEUERALATOHIC */

* IH 1969 TO PRODUCETEE ORIGIMALEiiDF/B-111EVALUATIONS*/
* (SEE REF. 1). TIGHTERGRIDS AND EXTEHDEDRANGES FOR ALPHA */
* AND BETA WERE USED. A SLIGHTLYHORE DETAILEDCALCULATION*/
* OF THE COHERENTIHELASTICSCATTERINGWAS GEtiERATED.oF */
* CoURSE,THE VARIOUSCONSTAHTSWERE UPDATEDTO AGREE WITH */
* THE EEDF/B-VIEVALUATIONOF BE. */
* */

* THEORY */
* ------ */

* THE PHONOH DISPERSIOIICURVES WERE FITTEDBY SCHHWK ET AL */
* UsING A HoDEL OF CEHTRALFORCESTHAT EXTEND TO THE FIFTH */
* NEARESTHEIGHTBORS(REP 2). THE PHOIIOHSPECTRUMCORRESPONDING*/
* TO THIS HODEL WAS CALCULATEDBY THE ROOT SAMPLINGHETHOD,*/
* AND THEN USED TO COMPUTES(ALPHA,BETA).THE COHERENTELASTIC*/
* SCATTERINGCROSS SECTIOllWAS COHPUTEDUSING THE KNOWNLATTICE*/
* STRUCTURE(HExAGONALCLOSE-PACKED)AND THE DEBYE-WALLER*/
* IliTEGRALSFROM THE LATTICEDY)IAHICSMODEL. */
* */
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The value CY~,X= 80 was selected to allow for incident energies aa high as

4.5eV, Actually, at high energies, the energy loss indownscatter is limitedly

kinematic effects to about .36xE. This corresponds to @values below about

65 for4.5eV. A valueof/3~aXof80 will be sufficient to include this limit, andit

will also allow the normalization and sum-rule checks of LEAPRto recomputed

more accurately at high a. The phonon frequency spectrum given in this input

file is plottedin Figurel.

0
000 ok? 0:04 Oka ohs

Gwrgy (eV)
)

Figurel: The phononfrequency spectrum p(c) used for Be metal.

The resulting S(a,~) is shown in Figures 2through9. The first two figures

show S as a function of cr at various ~ values featuring low a and high a, re-

spectively. The agreement between the new calculations and ENDF/B-VI.O is
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fairly good, except that theoldvalues only extend from cr equals .25to 17.76.

The disagreements just below a = 17.76 are due to the use of the SCT approx-

imation in GASKET. The lack of agreement for /3 = O is caused by the error

in p(~) in the old evaluation. The scallops seen at low a are caused by the

Iin-log interpolation used in ENDF. They are not a problem in practice, because

THERMR uses a three-point quadratic interpolation to determine S(a, /3) be-

tween grid points. The quadratic interpolation also helps to give better values

for the concave-downward regions at the peak of the scattering law. The effect of

the very different lower limits on a is somewhat alleviated in THERMR, which

extrapolates to small a using the log-log method.

The next two figures show S(a, /?) at 1200 K. The results area little smoother

at this higher temperature.

Figures 6 through 9 show S(cz, –~), that is, script-S for downscatter, at both

296 and 1200 K. They reveal that the GASKET calculations tend to break down

for small values of the scattering law S. The shapes of the curves tend to become

simpler at high o, but the presence of the curves for large a is necessary to get

accurate cross section values for energy transfers of more than 1 eV. Plotting

script-S versus a gives a better idea of the importance of the large a values

than that given by Figures 2 and 3. Using a three-point interpolation scheme in

THERMR is important to get good integrals over the sharply concave-downward

curves at high a and /3.

Figures 10 and 11 give two views of the integrated inelastic cross section for

Be. The agreement between the new evaluation and ENDF/B-VI.O is excellent.

Figure 12 shows the coherent elastic scattering cross section for Be. The differ-

ences between .08 and .4 eV at 296 K are due to problems in translating the

ENDF/B-111 evaluation to ENDF-6 format.

Figures 13 through 16 show some of the secondary neutron spectra for Be.

The differences between the new evaluation and ENDF/B-VI.O are more visible

here, but they are still not important. The notch at E’ = E in Figure 14 isdue

to the non-quadraticbehaviorof p(c)near c = O in the old evaluation.

A table of effective temperatures and Debye-Wailer integrals is given at the

end of this section.

It isclear that this new evaluation is only a very slight improvement over

the old one, except for coherent elastic scattering. This result gives increased

confidence in existing calculations, and it provides some validation for LEAPR.
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Figure2: S(cr, /3)vscr forseveral @values atatemperature of296K
for Be emphasizing the low-a side of the function. The solid lines are the
results of this calculation, and the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Figure 3: S(cr, @ vs a for several ~ values at a temperature of 296 K for
LBe emphasizing t e high-a side of the function. The solid lines are the

results of this calculation, and the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Figure 4: S(a, @) vscrfor several /3 valuesat a temperature of 1200
K for Be. The solid lines are the results of this calculation, and the
dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O
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Figure5: Scr, ~)vsafor several ~values ofatatemperature of1200
LK for Be. T esolid lines are the results of this calculation, and the

dashed lines are for EN DF/B-VI.O. The effects of the new evaluation
are similar to those seen at 296 K.
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Figure6: S(cr, -/3) vs/3for several avaluesat atemperatureof 296
K for Be. The solid lines are the results of this calculation, and the
dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O. The finer @ grid used in the new
evaluation does a better job of following the peaks and valleys resulting
from features in p ~), Also note that the new evaluation does a better

bjob for small S. S on the ordinate stands for script S.
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Figure 7: S(cr, –~) vs ~ for several a values at a temperature of 1200 K
for Be. The solid lines are the results of this calculation, and the dashed
lines are for ENDF B-VI.O. The comparisons show the same effects seen

[at 296 K, except t e peaks and valleys are somewhat smoothed out at
this high temperature.
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Figure8: ~(a, –~)vscrfo rseveralf?value satatemperatureof 296
K for Be. The solid lines are the results of this calculation, and the
dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Figure 9: S a, –/?) vs a for several/? values at a temperature of 1200
11K for Be. T e solid lines are the results of this calculation, and the

dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Figure 10: The inelastic cross section for Be at four temperatures
emphasizing the low-energy range. The dashed curves are for the
ENDF/B-VI.O evaluations, and there is very little difference seen.
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The inelastic cross section for Beat temperatures of 296 K
emphasizing the high-energy range. The dashed curves are

for the ENDF/B-VI.O evaluations. Once again, little difference is seen.
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Figure 12: The coherent elastic cross section for Beat temperatures of
296 K and 1200 K showing the Bragg peaks. The dashed curves are for
the ENDF/B-VI.O evaluations. Note that the new evaluation fixes the
problem in the old evaluation that is visible at 296 K for high energies.
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Figure 13: Secondary neutron spectra for Be for several incident
energies at a temperature of 296 K. The dashed curves are for the
ENDF/B-VI.O evaluation.
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atFigure 14: Expanded view of the secondary neutron spectrum
.0253 eV for Be at a temperature of 296 K. The dashed curve is the
ENDF/B-VI.O evaluation. The notch at .025 eV is due to a problem in
the original frequency distribution.
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Figure 15: Expanded view of the secondary neutron spectrum at
4.46 eV for Be at a temperature of 296 K. The dashed curve is the
ENDF/B-VI.O evaluation. Note that the peaks and valleys are repre-
sented better in the new evaluation.
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Fimre 16: Perspectiveview of the seconday neutron spmtra from
therm~ i~el~tic scatteringfrom Be at 296 K & ener~oe5 up to 2 Cv.
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Table 2: Table of DebyeWdler Integrals and Effwtive Temperatur= for Be

Temperature Debye+Waller Int. Effective Temp.

(deg K) (eV-l). (deg K)

296

400

500
600
700
800
1000

1200

28.69

35.21

41.98

49.02

56.22

63.53

78.35

93.31

405.9

484.4

568.7

657.8

749.8

843.8

1035.

1229.
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IV. 13ERYLLIuM OXIDE

For this material, it is necessary to prepare a mixed S(cr, /?).

Once again, the basic physics was left unchanged from the GA evaluation of

1969.1 13eryllium oxide consists of two interpenetrating hcp structures with four

atoms per unit cell. The lattice dynamics were developed15 on the basis of a shell

model, whose parameters were chosen in such a way as to give the best agreement

to the elastic constantsdata and to the measured Rarnan frequencies. Only the

negative ions (oxygen) were assumed to be polarizable. The effective charge on

the ions was taken to be 1.1 electron units, as derived from the Szigeti relation.

The negative charge on the shell of each oxygen atom was taken to be equal to 1.2

electron units. The isotropic elastic force constant connecting the shell and core

of the negative ions was taken to be equal to 3 x 10s dyne/c~,~he lon&rtige

forces were computed using the Ewald method. Short-range ”repulsive forces were

assumed to act among first and second neighbors. These interactions take place

between, the positive ions and the shells of the negative ions. Introduction of

the second-neighbor interaction was found to be necessary to fit the preliminary

dispersion relations measured by neutron scattering.16 This model W* then used

to compute frequency spectra weighted by the squares of the amplitude vectors

for Be in BeO and for O in BeO separately.

Note that the following input deck contains both “Be in BeO” and “O in

BeO”. The mixing option is selected by the “0.” in the second field of the 9th

input card. The points added to the a and /3 grids are fairly obvious.

o
“6
LEAPR
20
●BEO, IIEDFXODEL (=’l’EIDED)●/
8 1/
27 1271
8.934786.16 1 3/
1 0. 16.8S83.7481 1/
90 117 1/
.01008 .01S .0262 .033 .0504 .07S6 .1008 .16
.252 .33 .504 .766 1.008 1.260 1.612 1.7642.016 2.268 2.620 2.772 3.024
3.282 3.544 3.813 4.087 4.366 4.652 4.943 6.241 6.54S 6.86S 6.172 6.49S
6.825 7.162 7.507 7.858 8,217 8.583 8.957 9.339 9.729 10.13 10.63 10.96
11.37 11.81 12.25 12.69 13,16 13.63 14.11 14.60 1S.10 15.61 16.13 16.66
17.21 17.76 18.3 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 2S. 26. 27.
28. 30. 32. 34. 36. 38. 40. 42. 44. 46. 48. 50. 62.5 S5. 57.S
60. 62.5 66. 70. 75. 80. /
o. .1S13 .3026 .4637 .6049 .7561 .90731.059 1.210 1.361 1.512
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1.587S 1.663 1.7390 1.81S 1.890S 1.966 2.0415 2.117 2.1926 2.268
2.343S 2.419 2.4950 2.671 2.6465 2.722 2.797S 2.873 2.9485 3.024
3.1000 3.176 3.2616 3.327 3.4025 3.478 3.5860 3.629 3.7046 3.780

3.8S60 3.932 4.00754.083 4.16204.241 4.3246 4.408 4.49564.583

4.6746 4.766 4.86204.968 6.0685 6.169 6.371 6.S92
5.82S 6.069 6.325 6.693 6.876 7.170 7.480 7.806 8.146 8.504 8.879 9.273
9.686 10.12 10.57 11.06 11.66 12.07 12.62 13.20 13.81 14.44 16.11 1S.81
16.54 17.31 18.12 18.96 19.85 20.78 21.76 22.78 23.86 24.99 26.17 27.41
28.71 30.08 31.51 33.01 34.69 36.24 37.98 39.80
42. 44. 46. 48. 60. 52. 64. 56. 58. 60. 66. 70. 76. 80./
296/ BE IM BEO
.0016S1884/
0.0 .3 .7 .9 1. 1.2 1.62.0 2.2 3.03.64.6 6.66.8 8.09.2 10.9 12.9
16.6 18.6 22.026.0 30.6 36.0 39.040.034.0 28.026.0 24.423.0
21.3 19.8 17.0 14.1 12.0 10.09.0 9.08.6 7.6 6.04.6 3.1 1.6
0.6 0. 0.0 4.0 16.0 38.0 62.070.0 106.0 166.0 230.0200.0 170.0
146.0 136.0 134.0 112.096.0 89.0 84.0 76.0 87.0 81.0 66.0 69.0
68.0 105.0 96.0 97.0 135.0 163.0 130.0 111.092.0 67.0 46.0 19.0
7.0 0.0/
o. 0. i. 0./
0/
-400/
-500/
-600/
-700/
-800/
-1000/
-1200/
296/ O IE BED
.001661884/
0.0 0.40.8 1.0 1.42.02.6 3.64.86.28.9 11.0 14.0 17.221.526.6
34.0 40.0 46.0 58.0 60.0 93.0 110.0 129.0 141.0 142.0 126.0 101.0
93.0 92.0 91.0 96.0 96.0 98.0 108.093.0 78.0 98.0 112.0 116.0 146.0
160.0 190.0 190.0 120.043.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 9.0 19.0 26.0 36.048.0 66.0
92.0 82.0 66.0 44.0 36.0 29.0 21.0 16.0 11.5 9.0 8.07.0 6.0 5.2
4.5 5.0 5.9 6.0 6.04.02.5 1.8 1.00.600.500.200.00.0 0.0/
o. 0. i. 0./
0/
-400/
-500/
-600/
-700/
-800/
-1000/
-1200/
● BEO LABL EVAL-APR93HACFARLAIE*/
* REF. 4 DIST- ●/
●----E#DF/B-VI ?lATERIAL 27*/
●-----THERMALEEUTROISCATTERINGDATA*/
*------EEDF-6FORMAT*/
* */

* TEMPERATURES= 296 400 600 600 700 800 1000 1200 DEG K.*/
* ●/
● HISTORY*/
● -------*/
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● THIS EVALUATIONWAS GEYERATE0AT THE LOS ALAUOSIATIOMAL●/
● LABORATORY(APR 1993)USIHG THE LEAPR CODE. THE PHYSICAL ●/

● MODEL IS VERY sIMILARTO THE OYE USED AT GEYERALATOHICS●/
● 11 1968 TO PRODUCETHE ORIGINALEEDF/B-111EVALUATION●/
● (SEEREF. I.). TIGHTERGRIDS AYD EXTESOEDRAYGES FOR ALPHA */
● AHD BETA UERE USED. A SLIGETLY)!OREDETAILEDCALCULATION●/
● OF THE COEEREITIIELASTICSCATTERINGUAS GEIERATED. OF ●/
● COURSE,THE VARIOUSCOESTAITSWERE UPDATEDTO AGREE UITE ●/
● TEE EMDF/B-VIEVALUATIONSOF BE ASD OXYGES.●/
● ●/

● THEOltY*/
● ------*/
● BERYLLIUMOXIDE COISISTSOF TWO IBTERPEIETRATIIGEEXAG08AL*/
● CLOSE-PACKEDsTRUCTURESUITE FOUR ATOIISPER USIT CELL. TBE*/
● LATTICEDYIANICS(REF.2)IS DESCRIBEDUSIIG A SHELL llODBL*/
● WHOSE PARAMETERSHAVE BEE8 ADJUSTEDTO FIT TEE ELASTIC*/
● COISTAYTS,THB XEASUREDRAHAE FREQUENCIES,A8D PRELIMEARY*/
● DISPERSIONRELATIOESNEASUREDBY IEUTROISCA~IEG*/
● (REF.3). OBLY TEE BEGATIVESOYS ARE ASSUNEDTO BE*/
● POLARIZA–BM-,AXD SEORT-RABGSREPULSIVEFORCESARE USED FOR*/
● THE FIRST AYD SECOSDHEIGEBORS. TEE FREQUEXCYsPEC’lTu*/
● UEIGNTEDBY TEE SQUARESOF THE AltPLITUDEVECTORSWERE*/
● COMPUTEDSEPARATELYFOR BERYLLIUNAXD OXYGEI ASD USED TO*/
● CALCULATESEPARATESCATTERINGLAMS UITB GASKET. TBE*/
● SCATTERINGLAWS MERE TBEX COXBIIEDASD ADJUSTEDTO BE*/
● USED MITE TEE BERYLLIUMFREE-ATOMCROSS SECTIOH. TBE*/
● OXYGKXFREE-ATOMCMSS SECTIOIEAS BEEE PROVIDEDFOR USE*/
● MITE TSB SEORT-COLLISI08-TINBAPPROXIXATIOB(SCT). TBUS,*/
● TEE TBEMAL CROSS SECTIOECOMPUTEDFROllEITBERS(ALPEA,BETA)*/
● OR BY THE SCT APPROXINATIOIGIVES AE ASYNPTDTICLIlfITOF*/
● APPROXIMATELY6.15+3.75BARSS. TEE ELASTICPART OF ‘TBE*/
● SCATT’ERIBGUAS CALCULATEDUSIEG TEE AVERAGEOF TEE DEBYE-UALLER*/
* FACTORSFOR BERYLLIUNAID OXYGEI.*/
● ●/

● REFEltEYCES*/
● ----.,-----•/
* 1. J.U.KOPPELASD D.E.HOUSTDE,REFEREXCEHAXUALFOR ExDF TBERNAL*/
● HSUTROHSCA~IBG DATA, GESERALATONICREPORTGA-8774*/
● REVISEDA80 REISSUEDAS E8DF-269 BY TEE IATIOEALXUCLEAR*/
● DATA CEXTEBOJULY 1978.*/
● 2. G,BORGOIOVI,LATTICEDYXAMCS AXD IEUTM8 SCATTERINGOF BEO,*/
● GB3ERALATONICREPORTGA-8768(1968).*/
● 3. 11.11.BRUGGER,K.A.STROEG,AXO J.11.CARPEXTER,J.PBYS.CHEX.*/
● SOLIDS28, 249 (1967).*/
● 4. R.E.NACFARLABE,IEU TBERNALESUTROISCA-IIG FI~ FOR ●/
* EllDF/B-VIRELEASE2, LOS ALAXOSBATIOHALLABORATDRYREPORT●/
● LA-12639-KS(TO BE PUBLISHED).*/
● ●/

/
STOP
STOP

We chose to use the sameaand/31imits as for Be.
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In this calculation, the o values for the secondary scatterer were transformed

by the atomic weight ratio of the two atoms. This allowed us to add the S(a, $’)

contribution for ~i from Be in BeO to the contribution for ~i from O in BeO

with only a cross-section weighting.

with the beryllium cross sections.

The phonon spectrum for Be in

The resulting S(CY,/3) is intended to be used

BeO is shown in Figure 17.

i).oo (i02 0:04 0:06 “ oh O.tz c
Glertjy($M 4

Figure 17: The frequency spectra p(c) used for Be in BeO (solid) and
O in BeO (d-heCl).

Figures 18 through 21 show

new evaluation to the old one.

those seen for Be.

Figures 22 through 28 show

someof the features of S(a, @ and compare the

The differences seen here are even smaller than

the integrated cross sections and secondary neu-

tron spectra for BeO. Once again, except for fixing the error in the coherent

elastic scattering, there is no real improvement obtained with the new evalua-

tion.

A table of effective temperatures and Debye-Wailer factors for both con-

stituents is given at the end of this section. The average of the Debye-Wailer

factors was used in computing the coherent elastic scattering for BeO.
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Figure 18: S(~, /3) vs cxfor several @values in BeO at a temperature of
296 K emphasizing the low-~ side of the function. The solid lines are the
results of this calculation, and the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.

a

Figure 19: S(a, /3) vs a for several @values in BeO at a temperature
of 1200 K. The solid lines are the results of this calculation, and the
dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O. The effects of the new evaluation
are similar to those seen at 296 K.
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Figure 20: S(a, –~) vs @for several a values in BeO at a temperature
of 296 K. The solid lines are the results of this calculation, and the
dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O. The finer @ grid used in the new
evaluation does a better job of following the peaks and valleys resulting
from features in p(~).
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Figure 21: S(cY, -/3) vs~forseveral cx values in BeOat a tempera-
ture of 1200 K. The solid lines are the results of this calculation, and
the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O. The comparisons show the
same effects seen at 296 K, except the peaks and valleys are somewhat
smoothed out at this high temperature.
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Figure 22: The inelastic cross section for BeOat four temperat
emphasizing the low-energy range. The dashed curves are for
ENDF/B-VI.O evaluations, and there is very little difference seen.
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Fkure 23: The inelastic cross section for BeO at

* 4,0

lures
the

tem~eratures of 296
K ;nd 1200 K emphasizing the high-energy range. Thk d=hed curves
are for the ENDF/B-VI.O evaluations.
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Figure 24: The coherent elastic cross section for BeO at temperatures
of 296 K and 1200 K showing the Bragg peaks. The dashed curves
are for the ENDF/B-VI.O evaluations. Note the problem in the old
evaluation near .1 eV for 296 K.
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Figure 25: Secondary neutron spectra for BeO for several incident
energies at a temperature of 296 K. The dashed curves are for the
ENDF/B-VI.O evaluation.
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Figure 26: Expanded view of the secondary neutron spectrum at
.0253 eV for BeO at a tempertiure of 296 K. The dashed curve is the
ENDF/B-VI.O evaluation.
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Figure 27: Expanded view of the secondary neutron spectrum at
4.46 eV for BeO at a temperature of 296 K. The dashed curve is the
ENDF/B-VI.O evaluation.
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Figure 28: Perspective view of the secondary neutron spectra from
thermal inelastic scattering from BeO at 296 K.



Table 3: Table of DebyeWaller Integrals and Effective Temperatures for BeO

Be in BeO Be in BeO O in BeO O in BeO

Temperature Debye-Wailer Eff. Temp. DebyeWaller Eff. Temp.

(deg K) Int. (eV-l) (deg K) Int. (eV-l) (deg K)

296 19.34 596.7 34.57 427.9

400 23.19 644.2 43.23 502.9

500 27.20 704.8 52.04 584.4

600 31.40 775.4 61.10 671.3

700 35.74 853.0 70.33 761.7

800 40.16 935.5 79.66 854.3

1000 49.17 1110. 98.51 1044.

1200 58.32 1292. 117.5 1237.
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V. GRAPHITE

The basic physics for graphite was left unchanged from the original GA

evaluation. 1 The force model used to compute the phonon spectrum 17’ 18 con-

tains four force constants. One force constant is used to describe a nearest-

neighbor central force that binds two hexagonal planes together, another de-

scribes a bond-bending force in an hexagonal plane, the third is for bond-

stretching between nearest neighbors in the place, and the fourth corresponds

to a restoring force against bending of the hexagonal plane. The force constants

were evaluated numerically by performing a very precise fit to the high and low

temperature specific heat and to the compressibility of reactor-grade graphite.

This model was verified by comparing the computed phonon spectrum with ex-

periment. The important changes are the extended a and /3 grids, an updated

value for the cross section to match the value in ENDF/B-VI, and the use of

LEAPR itself. The input deck for the LEAPR graphite run foUows:

o
6
LEAPR
20
*GRAPHITE, ~F NoDEL (ExTE~ED) ●/

10 1/
31 13k./
11.8984.7392 1 1/
0/
72 96 1/
.01008 .01S .0252 .033 .0S04 .0756 .1008 .15
2.S2030E-1 .33 5.040600-17.S60900-11.008120+01.2601S0+01.512180+0
1.76421E+02.016240+02.273310+02.536620+02.602970+03.076770+0
3.36401E+03.637900+03.927330+04.222710+04.623830+04.831110+0
6.14443E+06.464110+0 S.790130+06.122610+06.461860+06.807830+0
7.16077E+07.S20670+07.887830+08.262340+08.644320+09.033960+0
@.43136E+0@.836730+01.026060+11.067190+11.11024O+11.1S4090+1
1.198116E+l1.244620+11.291100+11.338680+114. 16. 16. 17. 18.
19. 20. 22. 24. 26. 28. 30. 32.6 36. 37.540. 42.546. 47.6
50. ti2.666. 60. /
0.000000+01.008120-12.016240-13.024360-14.032480-16.040600-1
6.048720-17.066840-18.064960-19.073070-11.008120+01.108930+0
1.209740+01.310660+01.411370+01.612180+01.612990+01.713800+0
1.814610+01.916430+02.016240+02.117050+02.217860+02.318670+0
2.4194S0+02.620300+02.621110+02.721920+02.822730+02.923640+0
3.024360+03.126170+03.226980+03.326790+03.427600+03.628420+0
3.629230+03.730040+03.830860+03.931670+04.032480+04.133290+0
4,243780+04.364860+04,497620+04.643090+04.802480+04.977190+0
6.168730+06.378620+06.608670+06.734736.860800+06.99896
6.137130+06.288666.439970+06.60691
6.771840+06.963767.136670+07.335027.634380+07.76289
7.Q71400+08.210888.460360+08.976290+0
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9.550520+01.018100+11.087260+11.162970+l1.245930+11.336970+1
1.436670+11.S45950+11.665710+11.796970+11.940930+12.098600+1
2.271390+12.460820+12.668490+12.896020+13.146330+13.418730+1
3.718250+14.046590+146. 50. 55. 60. 65. 70. 75. 80. /
296/
.00548540/
o. .3466131.41353.033213.2S9013.384683.48269
3.763974.0602S4.846967.357446.882244.63255
4.482875.806424.638024.285033.920794.91352
5.538367.S10766.316616.406256.203765.3276
7.172513.318134.S01266.046634.2080 2.9198S
4.65109 13.13247.250166.5662 5.471816.06137
6,19813 .4670860./
o. 0. 1. 0./
0/
-400/
-5001
-600/
-700/
-800/
-1000/
-1200/
-1600/
-2000/
● GRAPEITE LAIL EVAL-APR93HACFARLAIK●/

●

●

☛

☛

☛

●

☛

●

●

●

●

●

☛

●

●

☛

●

●

●

●

●

☛

●

●

☛

●

●

☛

●

Ul%r. ● uLaL- -l

---- EsDF/B-6 XATERIAL31 ●/
----- TEERNALIEUTROISCATTERINGDATA ●/
------EEDF-6 ●/
*/
TEMPERATURESz 296, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 1000, ●/

1200, 1600, 2000 DEG K. ●/
*/
HISTORY*/
-------●/
THIS EVALUATIONWAS GEIERATEDAT TEE LOS ALAXOSIATIOBAL●/
LABORATORY(APR 1993)USIIG TEB LEAPR CODB. TEE PHYSICAL●/
MODEL IS VERY SIMILARTO TEB OIB USED AT GESERALATOHIC●/
11 1969 TO PRODUCKTEE ORIGIIALBSDF/B-111WALUATIOES ●/
(SEE REF. 1). TIGBTEllGRIDS ASD EXTEIDEDRAIGESFOR ALMA ●/
ASD BBTA WERE US~. A SLIGHTLYHORS DETAILEDCALCULATION*/
OF TEE COEEREST IBELASTICSCATTERINGWAS GEYERATEO. OF ●/
COURSE,TEE VARIOUSCOESTAMTSWERE UPDATEDTO AGREE WITS ●/
THE ESDF/B-VIEVALUATIONOF IATURALCARBOI.*/
*/

THEORY●/
------*/
GRAPHITEHAS AM EEXAGOMALCLOSE-PACKEDCRYSTALSTRUCTURE. THE ●/
LATTICEDYYAliICSIS REPRESENTEDUSIIG A MODEL WITS FOUB FORCE ●/
COIISTAXTS(REFS.2,3). OHE FORCE COBSTAITIS USED TO DESCRIBEA ●/
MEAREST-BEIGHBORCENTRALFORCE TEAT BISDS TWO HEXAGOXALPIMES ●/
TOGETHER,AYOTHERDESCRIBESA BOXD-BESDIIGFORCE 11 AM HEXAGOIAL●/
PLAllE,THE THIRD IS FOR BOID-STRETCEIMGBETWEESIEARESTIEIGHBORS
11 A PLAIE,AMD THE FOURTHCORRESPONDSTO A RESTORIMGFORCE ●/
AGAIHSTBEMDIYGOF THE HEXAGONALPLAYE. THE FORCE COBSTAtiTS*/
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

☛

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

✚

wERE EVALUATEDNUMERICALLYUSIBG A WRY PRECISEFIT TO TEE */
HIGH AID LOU TEKPERAT’URESPECIFICIiEATAUD CONPRESSXBILITY*/
OF REACTORGRADE GRAPHITE. TSE PEOIIOISPECTRUHWAS COHPUTED●/
FROM THIS MODEL USIIG TEE ROOT SAMPLIIGHETHOD,ASD THEI USED ●/
TO COHPUTES(ALPEA,BETA).THE COEEREYTELASTICSCATTERING●/
CROSS SECTIOHWAS COMPUTEDUSIYG THE KIOU1 LATTICE●/
STRUCTUREAID THE DEBYE-UALLERIITEGRALSFROM THE LATTICE*/
DYEAKICSNODEL. ●/
*I
REFERENCES●/
----------●I
1. J.U.KOPPELAED D.E.EOUSTOI,REFEREYCXMASUALFOR EsDF THERMAL●/

YWTR08 SCATTERINGDATA, GEIERALATONICREPORTGA-8774*/
REVISEDASD REISSUEDAS EIDF-269BY TEE IATIOIALmCLEAR 8/
DATA CEKTER,JULY 1978.●/

2. J.A.YOUIG,B.F.WILKBER,ASDD.8.PARKS, SUKLEOIIK*/
BAIID1, 296(1966).●/

3. J.A.YOUSGAKD J.U.KOPPEL,J.CHEM.PHYS.42, 357(1966).●/
4. R.E.lfACFARLAIE,MEU TEERMALIEUTROESCATTERINGFILES FOR ●/

E1lDF/B-VIRELEASE2, LOS ALAlfOSEATIOHALLABOMTORY REPORT●/
LA-12639-MS(TO BE PUBLISHED).●/

●✏

STOP

The maximum

limitforsmall/3.

necessary to carry,

value for o was chosen using a- = (4/A)(&JkT),

The value of60 works for energies up to4.5 eV. It is

the

not

@up to a full 160, or more, because kinematic effects limit@

toabout52at4 .6eV. The value 80 used here should be adequate.

The atomic weight ratio and free cross section for carbon were taken from

ENDF/B-VI. The frequency distribution was copied directly from the GASKET

input in the GA report, except the last point was changed to satisfy LEAPR

input restrictions (see Figure 29). As a test, the first run used IPRINT=2 to

obtain a listing containing the maximum amount of information. After echoing

back the input, the code printed out p(~), ~(~), and ~ (@ in normalized form.

It then printed out the effective temperature for the SCT approximation and the

Debye-Wailer factor needed for the coherent scattering cross section calculation.

The break points between the phonon expansion and the SCT were also shown.

LEAPR next computed the S(O, /?) function for each a. For quality control, it

displayed the results of the normalization and sum rule tests. If these tests are

not fairly close to unity, it may be necessary to tighten up the grids used for

the calculation. Don’t worry about test failures at high values of a; the ~ grid

does not extend to high enough values to complete the integral over ~. It also

printed out values of S(a, /?) and S(a, /?) for both upscatter and downscatter.
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Figure 29: Thephonon frequency spectrum

020 5

p(c) used for graphite.

No obvious problems with the a and /3 grids were seen.

An examination of the final ENDF-6 output on ‘tape20” shows that both

coherent elastic scattering (MF=7, MT=2) and incoherent inelastic scattering

(MF=7, MT=4) are included in the new evaluation. The coherent scattering

extends all the way to 4 eV, which is an improvement over the original GA

evaluation. Figures 30 through 33 show several views of S(a, /3) for T = 296 K

and 1200 K compared to the corresponding results from ENDF/B-VI.O. The first

two figures show that the agreement between the new and old results is good,

except that the new results extend over a wider a range. The second two graphs

show that the old evaluation sometimes breaks down for small S and that the

peak near /3 = 7 was not represented very well. The LEAPR curves are clearly

more selfconsistent than the GASKET results.

The incoherent cross section computed from the new S(a, /3) is shown in

Fig. 34 for four temperatures. The differences seen for low incident energy are

caused by the extension of the a grid to very low values in the new evaluation, and

they are substantial. Figure 35 gives another view of the integrated inelastic cross

section, emphasizing high energies. Here again, the differences are substantial

above the 1 eV cutoff used in the old evaluation. Figure 36 shows the coherent

elastic cross section.
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Figure 30: S(o, ~) vs o for several $ values at 296 K. The solid
lines are the results of this calculation, and the dashed lines are for
ENDF/B-VI.O. Note that the dashed lines only cover the a range from
.25 to 13.4.

a

Figure 31: S(a, ~) vs a for several ~ values at 1200 K. The solid
lines are the results of this calculation, and the dashed lines are for
ENl)F/B-VI.O. Note that the dashed lines only cover the a range from
.25 tO 13.4.
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l%gure 32: Asymmetric S(a, –@ vs /? for several a values at a tem-
perature of 296 K. The solid lines are the results of this calculation, and
the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Figure 33: Asymmetric S a(.$. ) P–@ vs for several a values at a tem-
perature of 1200 K. The so Id hnes are the results of this calculation,
and the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Figure 34: The incoherent inelastic cross section for graphite at tem-
peratures from 296 K to 2000 K, emphasizing low energies.
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Figure 35: The incoherent inelastic cross section for graphite at tem-
peratures from 296 K to 2000 K, emphasizing high energies. The old
evaluation was designed to work to only 1 eV.
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Figure 36: The coherent el=tic cross section for graphite at three
temperatures showing the Bragg peaks. Note that the problem in
ENDF/B-VI.O for energies above .05 eV has been corrected.

Figures 37 and 38 show thermal neutron emission spectra for several incident

energies at two temperatures. Except for the lowest energy, the spectra from the

new evaluation agree very well with those from END F/ B-VI.O. The disagree-

ments in the spectra for f3 = .0005 eV are caused by the change in the low-a

grid as discussed above. Figures 39 and 40 show expanded views of the spectra

at 296 K for two incident energies; they make it clear what portions of the energy

range result in the substantial change in cross section visible in Figure 35. Figure

41 gives an overall view of the entire emission spectrum.

The effective temperatures for the SCT approximation and the Debye-Wailer

integr& used to compute the coherent elastic scattering are shown in Table 4.
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Glagy (’

Figure 37: Spectra from thermal inelastic scatterin from graphite at
296 K for several incident energies. %The effects of t e lower a values
are evident at .0005 eV.

h!igy (ev)

Figure 38: Spectra from thermal inelastic scattering from graphite at
1200 K for several incident energies.
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Figure 39: Expanded view of the spectrum from thermal inelastic
scattering from graphite at 296 K with an incident energy of 1.595 eV.

Figure 40: Expanded
scattering from graphite

Glergy(w)

view of the spectrum from thermal inelastic
at 296 K with an incident energy of 3.059 eV.
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Figure 41: Perspective view of the spectra from thermal inelastic scat-
tering on graphite at 296 K for energies up to 2 eV.
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Table 4: Table of Debye- Wailer Integrals and Effective Temperatures
for Graphite

Temperature Debye- Wailer Int. Effective Temp.

(deg K) (eV-’) (deg K)

296

400

500

600

700

800

1000

1200

1600

2000

26.17

32.65

39.15

45.81

52.59

87.29

73.30

87.29

115.5

143.8

714.3

755.5

807.4

869.1

938.3

1013.

1175.

1349.

1713.

2091.
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VI. WATER

The ENDF model for water assumes that the scattering law for the pri-

mary scatterer (H) is well represented by a set of hindered rotations given as

a solid-type frequency distribution, two discrete oscillators (.205 and .408 eV)

to represent the molecular vibrations, and a free-gas translational mode using

atomic weight 18. The scattering from oxygen is represented using a free-gas law

for mass 16. These choices are coded into the 8th and 9th cards on the following

input deck:

o
6
LEAPR
20
●E IR B20, E~F XoD~*/

8 1/
1 1001./
0.S9917 20.478 2 0 0/
1 1. 16.863163.8883 1/

97 95 1/
.01008.015 .02S2 .0330.050406
.07560.1008120.15i2180.2016240.2520300.3024360.362842
0.4032480.4636640.6040600.5644660.6097110.6702690.736623
0,8093400.8890610.9764351.0721301.1770801.2921101.418220
1.6663301.7077501.6737002.0666602.2660602.4736202.712960
2.9764603.2630803.6783203.9239004.3026604.7177006.172660
6.6711806.2176806.8166007.4728908.1922808.9807309.844890
10.7919011.6303012.9674014.214501S.6816017.0796018.72080
20.5203022.4922024.6626027.0216029.6175032.4625036.58160
38.9991042.7453046.8503051.3496066.2813061.6868064.6 67.61060
70.8 74.1028077.6 81.2192085.1 80.0180093.3 97.66480102.2
106.9310112. 117.2040122.8 128.4550134.6
140.7840147.4 164.3030161.7 169.1220177.2
186.3530203.1660222.6530244.0360
267.46402S3.1410321.2880/
0.0000000.0063760.0127600.0266000.0382600.0510000.066750
.08064960.1209740.1612990.2419490.3226980.4032480.483897
0.6646470.6461070.7258460.8064960.8871460.9677961.048440
1.12$0901.2097401.2903901.3710401.4616901.6323401.6129W
1.6936401.7742801.8648401.9356902.0162402.0966002.177640
2.2581902.3388402.4194902.S001402.5807902.6695002.767090
2.8744502.9925003.1223603.2663003.4224703.5953603.785490
3.9946704.2247304.4778704.7663106.0626806.3993905.769070
6.1776606.6260707.1192407.6618108.2586208.9151109.637220
10.4320011.3051012.2668013.3243014.4867015.7660017.17330
18.7218020.4246022.2976024.3572026.6234029.1166031.86860
34.8769038.1936041.8440045.8683050.2749055.1331060.47710
66.3554072.8216079.9338090.00000100.0000110.0000120.0000
130.0000140.0000160.0000160.0000/

296/
.0025567/
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O .0005 .001 .002 .0035 .oo5 .0075 .01 .oi3 .o165 .02 .0245
.029 .034 .0395 .046 .0506 .0S62 .0622 .0686 .075 .083 .091
.099 .107 ,115 .1197 .1214 .1218 .1196 .1125 .1065 .1005 .09542
.09126.0871 .0839 .0807 .07798.07574.0735 .07162.06974
.06804 .06652.06S .0634 .0618 .06022.06866.0571 .05586
.05462.0S36 .0525 .0515 .05042.04934.04822 .04706.0469
.04478 .04366 .04288.04244.0420./

0.0555560. 0.4444440./ FORDIFFUSIOI,USE 120. FOR SECOIDMUXBER
2/
.20S .48/
.166667.333333/

-350/
-4001
-450/
-500/
-600/
-800/
-1000/

● E(E20) LAXL EVAL-APR93HACFARLAYE ●/
● REF. 4 DIST- ●/
● ---- EIDF/B-6 lfATERIAL1 ●/
● ----- TBERNALIEUTROMSCATTERINGDATA ●/
● ------g~F-6 ●/

● ●/

● TE?IPERATURES = 296 350 400 460 S00 600 800 1000DEGX. ●/
● */
* HISTORY●/
* -------●/

● T81S SVALUATIOIWAS GEIERATEDAT THE LOS ALMOS IATIOWAL●/
● LABORATORY(APRIL93) USIIG TEE LEAPR CODE. TEE PBYSICAL ●/
● MODEL IS VERY SIlfILARTO TEE OEE USED AT GEXERALATOHIC●/
● 11 1969 TO PRODUCEDTHE ORIGIIALEXDF/B-111EVALUATIONS●/
● (SEE REF. 1). THE ALPEA AND BETA GRIDS UERE EXTEBDED,ASD ●/
● TEE COISTAYTSWERE CEAIGEDTO MATCH THEEBDF/B-VIVALUES.●/
● ●/

● THEORY ●/
● ------●/
● UATM Is REPRESENTEDBY FREELY RECOILIEGE20 MOLECULESOF */
● MASS 18. EACH ?IOLECULECAM UIDERGOTORSIOHALHAM081C ●/
● OSCILLATIONS(EISDEREDROTATIOYS)WITH A BROAD SPECTNN OF ●/
● DISTUNTED IIODES.BETUEEB0.04 AID 0.165 EV, THE RDTATIOI●/
● SP8CTRUN IS TAKES FMN TEE WORK OF HAYUOODAHDTEORSOH(REF. 2) ●/
● JOI~ TO A QUADRATICLAW BELOU 0.04 W. IY ADDITIOE,TBERE ●/
● ARETUOIHTERIALVIBRATIOM AT FREQUENCIESOF 0.206 ASD 0.48 EV ●/
● TAKES OVER FROH TEE IELKIII?IODEL(REF.3) WITS SLIGBTLY●/
* READJUSTEDMASSESOF 6 AED 3, RESPECTIVELY. THE TORSIOIALBASD ●/
● IS IORNALIZEDTO A MASSOF 18/80 THE SCATTERINGBY TEE ●/
● OXYGEIATOHS IS JOT IECLUDEDIY TEE TABULATEDSCA’ITERIIG●/
* LAW DATA. IT SHOULDBE TAKES IHTO ACCOUXTBY ADDIIGTEE ●/
● THESCAfiERIIGFOR FREE OXYGEYOF MASS 16. ●/
● ●/
● REFERENCES●/
● ----------●/

● 1. J.U.KOPPELAED D.E.HOUSTOH,REFEREHCEHAIUALFOR ESDF THERHAL●/
● IIEUTROISCATTERINGDATA, GESERALATOHICREPORT GA-8774●/
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*
●

● 2.
●

● 3.
● 4.
●

●

● ●/

/
STOP

REVISEDAID REISSUEDAS ENDF-269BY THE IIATIOYALYUCLEAR●/
DATA CEITER,JULY 1978.●/
B.C.HAYWOODAIIDJ.X.THORSOE,“PROC.COHF, 01 IEUTROM ●/

THERMALIZATIOI’l,BROOKEAVEI(1962),●/
H.S.HELKIYOPHYS. REV. 119, 741(1960).●/
R.E.lIfACFARLAHE,MEW TEERKALHEUTROBSCATTERINGFILES FOR ●/
EIIDF/B-VIRELEASE2, LOS ALAHOS8ATIOEALLABORATORYREPORT●/
LA-12639-MS(TO BE PUBLISHED).●/

These czand @grids were based onthe choices in theoriginal GA evaluation

with some extensions. The input version of p(c) couldn’t use the GA values

directly, because LEAPRrequires a uniform grid. The figure inthe GAreportl

was digitized, blown up,and smoothed toget the values given in the input deck.

Thefinal frequency spectrumisshown in Figure42.
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0.00 O:tX2 0:04 0:06 0:0+3 O.10 O.Q O.U O.UJ

E-w (?0
O.la

Figure 42: The frequency spectrum used for HinH20. It is based
on the original GA model convertedto a uniform grid. Note that the
right-hand limit isnot vertical as in the original model.

This runspecifies IPRINT-2 togeta moredetailedlisting. This kindoflisting

includes checks for the normalization of the phonon expansion members, Tn. It

also prints out the values S(cr, @, S(a, f?), and S(cr, -p) for each ~. Only the

=ymmetric S for —/3is actually used and stored inside the code. The other two

versions are computed just before being printed. On a short-word machine, these
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first two styles of S may underflow and be printed as zero, even though the last

column is nonzero. No accuracy is actually lost at this point.

After the results for the solid-type rotational modes have been printed out,

the code starts a print for the convolution of the translational modes with the

continuous modes. For each a, the values for Sk are printed out, followed by

the results of the convolution, and the results of the normalization and sum-rule

tests. These results can be examined to see if the @ grid seems to be sufficient

for the problem. The problem here is that the translational peak is very sharp

for small rY,and it is difficult to make the@ grid fine enough to represent it well.

Some loss in the normalization and sum-rule accuracies must be accepted.

Next, the code shows similar results for the convolution of the discrete oscilla-

tors with the current scattering law. Now the problem is that new peaks appear

at the n~i values and their various sums and differences. For small a, these

peaks are very sharp. A few additional @ points can be added near the peaks

to improve the results, but it is usually impractical to represent them with full

fidelity. Once again, some loss in the accuracy of the checks must be accepted.

Finally, a summary of the effective temperature and Debye-Wailer factor is

printed out, and the ENDF output file is constructed. The scattering kernel

produced by running the new evaluation through THERMR is shown in Figs. 43

through 45.
.

The cross sections and secondary neutron distributions computed using the

THERMR module of NJOY are shown in Figs. 46 through 49, and two perspec-

tive views of the secondary energy distribution are shown in Figs. 50 and 51.

The new results seem to be slightly improved over ENDF/B-VI.O in the 1 to 3

eV range, although the cross section may be a little low between 3 and 4 eV.

A table of the effective temperatures and Debye-Wailer integrals for H in H20

is given at the end of this section.
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Fi ure 43: S a, -~) vs @ for several a values at a temperature of 296
&K?or Hin Hz . The solid lines are the results of this calculation, and

the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Fi ure 44: Sa, @)vsafor several @valueSat atemperatureof 296
K for H in H2& emphasizing the 1OW-CYside of the function. The solid
lines are the results of this calculation, and the dashed lines are for
ENDFjB-VI.O.
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Figure 45: S CY,–~) vs a for several/3 values at a temperature of 296
LKfor Hin H2 . The solid lines are the results of this calculation, and

the d-bed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Figure 46: The inelastic cross section for H in H20 at four tempera-
tures emphasizing the low-energy range. The dashed curves are for the
ENDF/B-VLO evaluation.
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Figure 47: The inelastic cross section for H in H20 at temperatures
of 296 K and 800 K emphasizing the high-energy range. The dashed
curves are for the ENDF/B-VI. Oevaluations.
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Figure 48: Secondary neutron spectra for H in HZO for several incident
energies at a temperature of 296 K. The daahed curves are for the
ENDF/B-\-I.O evaluation.
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Figure 49: Expanded view of the secondary neutron spectrum at 4.46
eV for H in H20 at a temperature of 296 K. The dashed curve is the
ENDF/B-VI.O evaluation. The notch shows where the old evaluation
used the SCT approximation.
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Figure 50: The isotropic component of the scattering from hydrogen
bound in water for energies up to 1 eV.

Figure 51: The isotropic component of the scatterin from hydrogen
fbound in water for higher energies. Note that the resu ts begin to con-

verge to the free-gas shape except for some sharp features near E=E’.
The variation in the size of the pseudo-elastic peak resulting from the
free translation modes is an artifact of the plotting program.
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Table 5: Table of Debye-Wailer Integrals and Effective Temperatures
for H in HZO

Temperature Debye-Wailer Int. Effective Temp.

(deg K) (eV-’) (deg K)

296

350

400

450

500

600

800

1000

10.73

11.68

12.62

13.59

14.59

16.67

21.00

25.48

1368.

1381.

1395.

1410.

1428.

1466.

1556.

1660.
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VII. ZIRCONIUM HYDRIDE

Zirconium hydride, ZrHz, has variable stoichiometry, with z near 2. There-

fore, it is necessary to treat it as two separate materials, namely, H bound in

ZrH=, and Zr bound in ZrH=. The calculation for H bound in ZrI-l= follows the

GA model, except the a and /3 grids are extended, and the various constants

were updated to be consistent with ENDF/B-VI. The frequency spectrum was

based on a central-force lattice dynamics modeL1g This model approximated

the slightly tetragonal lattice structure of ZrH2 by a face-centered cubic lattice.

Four force constants—p, ~, v, and d—were introduced describing respectively

the interaction of a zirconium atom with its nearest neighbors (8 H atoms), the

next nearest neighbors (12 Zr atoms), and the interaction of a hydrogen atom

with its next nearest neighbors (6 H atoms) and its third nearest neighbors (12

H atoms). The final values of the force constants were obtained by fitting both

specific heat and neutron data. The position of the optical peak-observed by

neutron scattering techniques to be centered roughly around 0.14 eV-deterrnines

the constant p, while the overall width and shape of this peak determine v and

d, respectively. Existing neutron data were not sufficiently precise to confirm the

structure predicted in the optical peak by the central force model. Specific heat

data were used to determine the force constant 7, which primarily determines the

upper limit on the phonon energies associated with the acoustic modes. Eigen-

values and eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix corresponding to this model

were calculated, and a phonon frequency spectrum was obtained by root sam-

pling techniques. The foUowing block of computer code shows the actual input

file used for the H(ZrH) run.

o
6
LBA?B
20
●E II 2M ●/

81/
7 1007./
.9991720.478 1 -1/
0/
48 200 1/
S.040608-11.00812E+01.S1218E+02.01624E+02.62030E+03.02436K+0
3.52842E+04.03248E+04.53664E+0S.04060E+0S.60867E+06.24893E+0
6.97044S+07.78369S+08.69997E+09.73279E+0i.08968S+11.22083E+1
1.36872S+11.63S26S+1 1.72308S+11.93468S+12.17320E+12.44197S+1
2.74491E+13.08636E+13.47106E+13.90465S+14.39338S+14.94412E+1
6.S6482S+16.26426E+17.05260E+17.941OSE+1 8.94242E+11.00708S+2
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1.13423E+21.27759E+21.43909E+21.62116E+2
170. 180. 190. 200. 2io. 220. 230. 240./
0.0000OE+O7.90678E-21.58134E-12.37200E-13.16277E-13.96344E-1
4.74411E-16.13939E-16.53478E-16.93016E-16.32S46E-16.72083E-1
7.11611E-17.61150E-17.90678E-18.30217E-18.69765E-19.48822E-1
1.02788E+01.10691E+O1.18606E+01.26509E+01.34412E+01.46278E+0
1.58134E+01.69999E+01.81855E+01.93720E+02.06676E+02.17441E+0
2.292S7E+02.41162E+02.53018E+02.88604E+03.20229E+03.61864E+0
3.87430E+04.1S103E+O4.46738E+04.58594E+04.66607E+04.74411E+0
4.82314E+04.90218E+04.98132E+0S.0603SE+06.139398+06.21863B+0
6.29767E+06.33708E+06.37660S+06.41612E+06.46674B+0S.63478E+0
5.61381E+06.69296E+0S.77199E+06.81160E+05.86102B+O6.89054E+0
6.93016E+06.96968E+06.00920E+06.08823S+06.16727E+06.24641E+0
6.32646E+06.91842E+07.61150E+08.10447E+O9.09283B+09.40908E+0
9.72643E+01.00417E+11.03684E+11.067408+11.07636S+11.08322E+1
1.09119E+11.106O1E+11.12274E+11.13867S+11.15440E+11.16226S+1
1.17023S+11.17809E+11.18606E+11.19392E+I1.20188S+11.23343E+1
1.26609E+11.30461E+11.36388E+11.42326E+11.48264K+11.64182E+1
1.67740E+11.60110S+11.62489S+11.64858E+11.67227E+11.69606E+1
1.71976E+11.74344E+11.76713E+11.79092E+11.81866E+11.86020E+1
1.89768E+11.97672E+12.06576E+12.09627S+12.13479S+12.17441E+I
2.21393E+12.25346E+12.29297S+12.33248K+f2.372008+12.46114E+1
2.63018E+12.56970E+12.60921E+12.64883E+12.68836E+12.72787X+1
2.76739S+12.80691E+12.84642E+12.88594E+12.92656E+12.96608E+1
3.024368+13.08363S+13.12316E+13.16277E+13.20229E+I3.24181S+1
3.28133E+13.32085E+13.36036E+13.39988E+13.43960E+13.47902S+1
3.66806S+13.63709E+I3.71623E+I3.79627S+13.87430W~u3.96344Wl
40.26 41.041.76 42.643.2644.0 44.7646.646,2647.0c47.76 48.S
49.26 60.0 51.76 62.6 53.2664.0 64.76 66.6 66.26 67.0 67.76 68.6
69.26 60.0 60.75 61.6 62.25 63.0 63.76 64.6 66.26 68.0 66.76 67.S
68.26 69.069.76 70.6 71.2672.0 72.76 73.6 74.2S 76.076.76 76.6
77.25 78.0 /
296/
.001 161/
o. .000876.0036 .008 ●016 .0236 .0340
.046 .061 .078 .094 .116 .144
.1606 .1969 .2606 .3479 .3669 .3600
.3322 .3328 .2911 .1617 .1431 .1248
.09738.06067 .1221 .1496 .07219.01443
.000182J10..04992.010 3.660
4.780 S.9967.260 8.660 9.640 11.91
13.S2 16.04 19.79 26.10 29.39 30.82
32.21 31.76 33.14 36.66 33.34 36.27
38.1838.76 39.48 28.9S 23.29 26.18
26.69 27.86 27.89 29.44 26.86 23.33
24.66 27.51 37.9460.77 26.66 18.S4
14.61 11.489.63 7.63 6.449 3.838
8.497 0./
o. 0. 1. 0./
0/
-400./
-500./
-600./
-700./
-800./
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-1000. /
-1200. /

* E(ZRS) LABL EVAL-APR73lfACFARLAIE*/
● REF. 3 DIST-*/
* ---- ESDF/B-6 MATERIAL7*/
● -----THERKALSEUTROIISCATTERINGDATA*/
● ------EIDF-6*/
* ●/

● TEMPERATURES= 296 400 500 600 700 800 1000 1200DEG K.a/
* ●/
● HISTORY*/
● ------+

● TBIS EVALUATIONWAS PRODUCEDAT LOS ALAXOSIB 1993USIHG*/
● THE SAME MODEL AS TEE GAWALUATIOI OF 19W (* 1). TBE*/
* LEAPR NODULEOF NJOY UAS USED FORTEB CALCULATION,ABD*/
● THE ALPEA ASD BETA GRIDSUERE EXTEXDEDsLIGETLY. COESTASTS*/
● mAT HATCH TEE ESDF/B-VIVALUESWEREUSED.*/
* ●/

● TBEORY*/
● ------* /
● TM LATTICEDYIANICSOF ZM WERECOMPUTEDFROM A CESTRAL*/
* FORCS MODEL. TEE SLIGHTLYTETRAGOEALLATTICEOF ZM-2 VAS*/
● APPROXIMATEDBY A FACE-CEITEREO-CUBICLATTICE. FOUR FORCE*/
● COESTAtiTS(MU, GAKKA,SU, AID DELTA)VERB INTRODUCEDDESCRIBING*/
● RESPECTIVELYTM IITERACTIOBOF:A ZIRCOIIUNATONSWITB ITS*/
● WEAREST IEIGEBORS( 8 E ATOMS)ASD ITS IEXT BEARESTIBIGEBORS*/
● (12 ZR ATOMS),ASD TEE ISTERACTIOtiOF A EYDRDGEMATOH WITB*/
* ITS MEXT IEARESTIEIGHBORS(6 E ATOXS)A3D ITS TBIRD EEAREST*/
● ATOMS (12 E ATOXS). EIGEBVALUESADD EIGE3VECTOSOF TEE*/
● DYXA~ICALlfATRIXUERE CALCULATED,AXD A PEOUOIFREQUENCY*/
● SPECTRUMWAS OBTAIIEDBY HEMS OF A ROOT SAXPLIIGTECEXIQUE.*/
● UEIGETEDFREQUEBCYSPECTRAFOR HYDROG~ IS ZRH UERE TBEB*/
● OBTAIIEDBY APPROPRIATEUSB OF TM DYBAMICALMAT’RIX*/
* EIGBSVECTORS(REF.2)o*/
● ●/
● TEE FIIAL VALUESOF TEE FOUR FORCECOISTASTSWERE OBTAIIED*/
● BY FIITIIGBOTB SPECIFICHEAT ASD EEUTR08DATA. TSE*/

● POSITIOIOF AY OPTICALPEAK OBSERVED BY BEUTROMSCAT1’ERIHG*/
● TECEBIQUESTO BE CEBTEREDROUGBLYAROU3D0.14 EV DETERlfIIES*/
* TEE COISTASTI(U,UBILE TEE OVERALL WIDTB ASD SHAPE OF TBIS*/
● PEAX DETERNIEEBU ADD DELTA RESPECTIVELY. EXISTIMGIEUTROI*/
● DATA ARE SOT SUFFICIENTLYPRECISETO COMFIRMTEE STRUCTURW
● PllEDX~ IM TEE OPTICALPEAK BY TEE CEITRALFORCE XODEL.*/
● SPECIFICHEAT DATA WERE USED TO DETERXIIETEE FORCE*/

● COISTABTGAHNA, UEICE PRIMARILYOETERKIUESTM UPPER*/
● LIHIT 01 TEE PHONOMENERGIESASSOCIATEDuITB ACOUSTICl!ODES.*/
● */

● REFERENCES*/
* ----------•/
● 1. J.U.KOPPELAMD D.E.HOUSTOX,REFEREICENAXUALFOREBDF TEERKAL*/
● IEUTROB SCATTERINGDATA, GEIERALATOMICREPORTGA-8774*/
● REVISEDADD REISSUEDAS EIDF-269BY THE IATIOIALXUCLEAR*/
● DATA CEITER,JULY 1978.*/
● 2. E.L.SLAGGIE,“CESTRALFORCE LATTICEDYfAMICALMODEL FOR*/
● ZIRCOIIUKHYDRIDE”,GA-8132 (1967).*/
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● 3. R.E.NACFARLAUE,HEU THERHALHEUTROXscATTERI~GFILES FOR●/
* EHDF/B-VIR~EAsE 2, LOS ALAIIOSNATIO~ALLABORATORYREPORT●/
● LA-l2639-Hs(To BE PUBLISH&D).*/
● ●/

/
STOP

The acoustic modes and optical modes for H in ZrH are shown in Figures

52 and 53, respectively. The strong peak near 0.14 eVis basicallyan “Einstein

oscillator” (they are discussed in the references on thermal scattering theory),

and it leads to strong oscillations in both the scattering function and the cross

sections. As aresult, avery detailed ~grid is required. The new model used the

GA grid below ~ = 40 (1 eV), but it provided an extension up to /3 = 78. This

extension allows for energy transfers of almost 2 eV at 296 K. The result is shown

in Figure 54 for low @and Figure 55 for high /3. The function S(CX,—?), that isj

script-S for downscatter, is plotted. First, note the prominent oscillations. They

extend to very high @values when a is large. Second, note that the new and old

evaluations agree fairly well, except for the dropouts for low values of script-S

characteristic of the old evaluation (dashed curves).

To evaluate the importance of the extended@ range and the effects of remov-

ing the dropouts, the new evaluation was run through the THERMR module of

NJOY to obtain integrated cross sections and PO scattering spectra. Figure 56

shows the inelastic part of the integrated cross section versus incident neutron

energy for several temperatures. The new evaluation is almost identical to the

old, except for some small differences at high energies. Figure 57 shows this high

energy range in more detail at the limiting temperatures. Note that the two

models begin to deviate at 1 eV for 296 K; this is the point where the extended

~ grid begins to have an effect. Figure 58 shows the incoherent elastic part of

the croaa section.

The effects of the dropouts are more evident in Figures 59 and 60. Although

the differences at small secondary energies are between small values of the scat-

tering cross section, their importance may be amplified in the presence of l/v

absorption. The effects of the extended ~ range are very clear in Figure 61. The

low energy shape comes from the SCT approximation. The old evaluation used

the approximation for all energy transfer greater than 1 eV, but the new evalu-

ation allows transfers as large as 2 eV. The difference between these two shapes

has a modest effect on the integrated cross section, as shown in Figure 56. The

oscillations caused by the Einstein oscillator are dramatic.
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Figure 52: The frequency
acoustic modes.
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Figure 53: The frequency spectrum used for H in ZrH
optic modes. The function is zero between the top of
modes and the bottom of the optic modes.

showing the
the acoustic
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Figure 54: S(a, –@)vs/3for several avalues atatemperature of296
K showing the low-p side of the function. The solid lines are the results
of this calculation, and the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.
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F@re 55: S(f2, -/?) vs ~ for several a values at a temperature of
29G K showing the high-~ side of the function. The solid lines are the
results of this calculation, and the dashed lines are for ENDF/13-VI.O.
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Figure 56: Integrated cross section for Hin ZrHatfour valu- of the
temperature. Thesolid curves arethenew evaluation, adthed~hed
curves are from ENDF/B-VI.O. ”
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Figure 57: An expanded view of the integrated cross section for H in
ZrH at the limiting values of the temperature. The solid curves are the
new evaluation, and the dashed curves are from ENDF/B-VI.O. The
differences above 1 eV are due to extending the ~ grid to cover energy
transfers a9 large M 2 eVo
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Figure 58: Incoherent elastic cross section for H in ZrH at two valuea
of the temperature. The solid curves are the new evaluation, and the
dashed curves are from ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Figure 59: Secondary neutron spectrum from H in ZrH for an incident
energy of .0819 eV. The solid curves are the new evaluation, and the
dashed curves are from ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Figure 60: Secondary neutron spectrum from Hin ZrHforu incident
energy of .1844 eV. The solid curves are the new evaluation, and the
dashed curves are from ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Figure 61: Secondary neutron spectrum from H in ZrH for an incident
energy of 3.059 eV. The solid curves are the new evaluation, and the
dashed curves are from ENDF/B-VLO. Note that energy transfers as
large as 2 eV are now treated in detail.
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The same lattice dynamical model can be used to derive a frequency spectrum

for Zr in ZrH. Because of the large mass of the zirconium atom, the maximum

energy loss in scattering is small, and it is not necessary to extend the @ grid.

The following input file was used.

o
6
LEAPR
20
●zR IjJ z~ ●/

8 1/
68 1068./
90.43tl 6.20 1/
0/
40 118 1/
5.569960-31.113970-21.670960-22.227940-22.786030-23.342020-2
3.899000-24.456990-26.012S70-26.669960-26.107720-26.906200-2
7.702430-28.601070-29.613620-21.076460-11.204100-11.349060-1
1.612480-11.696460-11.904030-12.137820-12.401U0-1 2.698430-1
3.033230-13.410470-13.836690- 14.314760-14.864800-16.463400-1
6.149230-16.922150-17.703270-18.776070-19.881690-11.112860+0
1.263390+01.411770+01.690210+01.791430+0
0.0000OE+O9.88360B-21.976728-12.96608B-13,96344E-14.34872E-I
4.74421E-16.13939E-16.63478E-15.930168-16.32546B-16.72083E-1
7.1161.lE-17.611608-17.90678E-18.30217E-18.69766%-19.002848-1
9.48822E-19.88360E-11.02788E+01.06740B+01.10691S+01.146638+0
1.18606E+01.22667E+01.26609E+01.34412E+01.42326E+01.60230E+0
1.68134E+01.66047E+01.73961E+01.81866E+01.89768S+01.97672E+0
2.06676E+02.13479E+02.21393E+02.29297E+02.37200E+02.46114E+0
2.630f.8E+02.60921E+02.76739E+02.92666E+03.08364E+03.24181E+0
3.39988E+03.66806E+03.71623E+03.87430E+03.96344E+04.34872E+0
4.7M’ilE+O6.13939E+06.63478E+06.93016E+06.32646E+06.72083E+0
7.116$1E+07.61160E+07.90678E+08.30217E+08.69766E+09.09283E+0
9.48822E+09.88360E+01.02788E+11.06740E+11.10691E+11.14663E+1
1.18606E+11.22667E+11.26609E+11.30461E+I1.34412E+I1.38364E+1
1.42326E+11.46278B+11.60230E+11.64182E+11.68134E+11.62086B+1
1.66047E+11.699098+11.73961E+11.77903E+11.81866E+11.86806E+1
1.807088+11.93720E+11.97672E+12.06676E+12.13479E+12.21393E+1
20282978+12.37200E+12.46114E+12.63018E+12.60921E+12.68836E+1
2.707398+12.64642%+12.92666E+13.00460E+13.083638+13.16277E+1
3.241U1E+13.320868+13.39988E+13.47902E+13.66806E+13.637098+1
3.71C23E+13.79627E+13.87430E+13.96344E+1
296/
.001 161/
o. .08 .32 .70 1.40 2.16 3.10
4.60 6.30 8.40 11.0 14.2 16.4
21.3 27.9739.7967.3663.1067. 14
69.42 76.32 73.70 43.63 42.63 41.67
37.72 29.2466.0794.47 68.62 19.57
1.03182R0. .00218.0828 .1340
.1660 .1660 .2060 .2160 .2170 .2360
.2340 .239 .242 .236 .223 .221
.214 .198 .189 .170 .206 .207
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.202 .193 .197 .200 .212 .225

.243 .253 .253 .262 .228 .196

.194 .204 .263 .390 .170 .108

.0775 .0592 .0406 .0235 .0112 .00424

.0002660./
o. 0. 1. 0./
0/
-400./
-600./
-600./
-700./
-800./
-1000./
-1200./
● ZR(ZRI() LABL EVAL-APR73XACFARLAIE*/
● REF. 3 DIST-*/
* ---- EBDF/B-6 MATERIAL58*/
● ----- TBERKALMIUTROISCATTERINGDATA*/
* ------~F+*/

* ●/
● TEHPERATURBS= 296 400 600 600 700 800 1000 1200 DEG K.*/
* ●/

● EISTORY*/
● -------*/
● TBIs BVALUATIOIWAS PRODUCEDAT LOS ALMOS 1S 1903 USIIG*/
● TEE sAm HOD= AS TBE GA EVALUATI08OF 1968 (REP 1). m*/

● LEAPR MODULE OF IJOY WAS USED FOR TEE CALCULATION,ASD*/
* TEE ALPEA ADD BETA GRIDS WERE EXTEBDEDSLIGHTLY. COESTABTS*/
* TEAT NATC~ TEE EBDF/B-VIVALUESWERE USED.*/
* ●/

● TBEORY*/
● ------*/

● TEE LATTICEDYIAIIICSOF ZRB WERE CONPUTEDFROMA CEBTRAL*/
● FORCE MODEL. TEE SLIGBTLYTETRAGOIALIJfiICEOF ZM-2WAS*/
● APPROXIMATEDBY A FACE-CEBTERED-CUBICLATTICE. FOURFORCE*/
● COYSTAITS(MU, GAID(A,BU, ADD DKLTA) WEREINTRODUCEDDESCRIBING*/
● RESPECTIVELYTBB IBTERACTIOIOF A ZIRCOIIUH ATONSWITS ITS*/
● BEARESTIEIGEBORS( 8 H ATOMS)AID ITS SEXT HEARESTNEIGHBORS*/
● (12 ZR ATOMS), ADD TEE IITERACTIOMOF A WDROGES ATOII WITS*/
* ITS BKZT IEARESTEEIGHBORS(6 E ATOW) AED ITS TSIRD IEAREST*/
● Am (12 H ATOHS). EIGEBVALUESAHD EIGEIIVECTORSOF TBE*/
● Dmmcfi MTRIX VERB CALCULATED,ADD A PHOIOB FREQUENCY*/
● SPHUII VAS OBTAIEEDBY MEAIS OF A ROOT SAllPLIEGTECEIIQUE.*/

● UEIGBTED FREQUESCYSPECTRA FOR HYDROGES11 ZRB WERE TBBS*/
● OBTAIY~ BY APPROPRIATEUSE OF TEE DYRAHICALMATRIX*/
● EIGEWECTORS (REF. 2).*/
● ●/

● THE FIXAL VALUES OF THE FOUR FORCE COESTAITSWERE OBTAIBED*/
● BY FITTIHGBOTB SPECIFIC HEAT AMD EEUTR08DATA. THE*/
● POSITIOIOF AI OPTICALPEAK OBSERVEDBY HEUTROI SCAI1’ERIYG*/
● TECHNIQUESTO BE CEHTEREDROUGHLYAROUID0.14 EV DETERNIIES*/
● TEE COWTAIT MU, WHILE THE OVERALLWIDTH AiiD SHAPE OF THIS*/
● PEAK DETERMRE MU AIIDDELTARESPECTIVELY. EXISTIYGEEUTROI*/
● DATA ARE MOT SUFFICIENTLYPRECISE TO COIFIM THE STRUCTURE*/
● PREDICTEDIH THE OPTICALPEAK BY THE CEITRALFORCE llODEL.*/
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● SPECIFICHEAT DATA UERE um TO DETERxIIETHE FORCE*/
● COBSTAHTGAMA, UHICH PRIMARILYDETERXIIESTHE UPPER*/
* LIMIT ()~ THE PEOHOBEIERGIESASSOCIATEDWITH ACOUSTIC!fODES.*/

● ●/

● REFERENcES*/
● .---------●/
● 1. J.U.KOPPELAMDD.H.HOUSTOI,REFEREICENASUAL FOR EIDF TSERHAL*/
* MEUTROISCAfiERIIGDATA, GEIERALATOMICREPORTGA-8774*/
● REVISEDAMD REISSUEDAS ESDF-269 BY TSg NATIOEALMUCLEAR*/
● DATA CERTER,JULY 1978.*/
* 2. E.L.SLAGGIE,“CEITRALFORCE LATTICEDYSANICALXODELFOR*/
● ZIRCOBIUHEYDRIDE”,GA-8i32(1967).*/
● 3. R.E.HAcFARLAEE,HEW TSERHALBEUTROSSCATTERINGFILES FOR ●/
* EllDF/B-VIRSLEASE2, LOS ALAlfOSEATIOSALLABORATORYREPORT */
* LA-12639-MS(TO BE PUBLISHED).●/
● ●/

/
STOP

The frequency spectrum from this input file is plotted in Figures 62 and 63

for acoustic modes and optical modes, respectively.

Figures 64and65 show thenew.,and old versions of the scattering law; they

are essentially identical. Similarly, the inelastic cross sections shown in Figs. 66

and 67 are basically identical. Figure 68 shows that there was a problem in

the incoherent elastic data used forENBDF/B-VI.O. The Debye-Waller integral

values were too large by afactor of A, the Zrmass ratio.

Figures 69 through 71 show secondary neutron spectra for three different in-

cidentenergies. The agreement between the new and oldevaluationsis generally

good, except for smallvalues of the scattering cross section and for detailsin the

sharp peaks that show up near ll’=l? for large incident energies.

A table of the effective temperatures and Debye-Wailer integrals for both H

and Zr in ZrH is given at the end of this section.
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Figure 62: The frequency spectrum used for Zrin ZrH showing the
acoustic modes.
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Figure 63: The frequency spectrum used for Zrin ZrH showing the
optic modes. The function is zero between the top of the acoustic modes
and the bottom of the optic modes.
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Figure 64: S(a, -@)vs@for severda valu=at atemperatureof 296
K for Zr in ZrH. The solid lines are the results of this calculation, and
the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VLO.
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a

Fi ure 65: S a, /3) vs a for several ~ values at a temperature of 296
AK ?or Zr in Zr . The solid lines are the results of this calculation, and

the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Figure 66: Integrated cross section for Zr in ZrH at four values of the
temperature. The solid lines are the results of this calculation. The
dashed lines for ENDF/B-VI.O are almost completely hidden by the
solid lines.
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Figure 67: Expanded view of the integrated cross section for Zr in
ZrH at the limiting values of the temperature. The solid lines are the
results of this calculation, and the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Figure 68: Incoherent elastic cross section for Zr in ZrH at two values
of the temperature. The solid lines are the remits of this calculation,
and the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.

Gleqy (dv)

Figure 69: Secondary neutron spectrum from Zr in ZrH for an incident
energy of .0819 eV. The solid lines are the results of this calculation,
and the d~hed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Figure 70: Secondary neutron spectrum from Zr in ZrH for an incident
energy of .1844 eV. The solid lines are the results of this calculation,
and the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.

Figure 71: Secondary neutron spectrum from Zr in ZrH for an incident
energy of 3.059 eV. The solid lines are the results of this calculation,
and the dashed lines are for ENDF/B-VI.O.
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Table6: Debye-Waller Integrals and Effective Temperatures for ZrH

H in ZrH H in ZrH Zr in ZrH Zr in ZrH

Temperature Debye-Wailer Eff. Temp. Deby~ Wailer Eff. Temp.

(deg K) Int. (eV-l) (deg K) Into (eV-l) (deg K)

2~6 8.480 806.7 182.1 317.4

400 9.086 829.9 242.2 416.3

500 9.820 868.4 300.6 513.3

600 10.68 920.0 359.3 611.2

700 11.63 981.8 418.2 709.6

800 12.64 1051. 477.2 808.5

1000 14.82 1205. 595.4 1007.

1200 17.13 1373. 713.7 1206.
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VIII. SOLID METHANE

The methane molecule consists of an atom of carbon surrounded by four

atoms of hydrogen placed on the corners of a tetrahedron. The carbon atom

is at the center of mass of the system; because of its symmetry, the methane

molecule is often called a ‘spherical top”. Optical measurements of methane

in the gas phase show four fairly well defined vibrational modes at 162, 190,

361, and 374 meV. Following the lead of Picton, they have been included in this

model as discrete oscillators with weights equal to .308, .186, .042, and .144,

respectively.

Specific heat measurements in solid methane near one atmosphere show three

phases with transitions at 8 K and 20.4 K. The melting point is about 89 K. X-

ray measurements show that the carbon atoms are arranged on a face-centered

cubic (fee) lattice for both of the higher two phases; it has been speculated that

the phase transition is due to a change in the degree of rotational order, or

perhaps due to the onset of a self-diffusion behavior. Because of this interesting

question, slow neutron inelastic scattering experiments were carried out with

20 Because hydrogen is an incoherent scatterer, itsamples in each of the phases.

was possible to analyze the data to obtain a frequency spectrum for hydrogen in

solid methane. The results didn’t really explain what was happening in the 20

K phase transition, but they did provide us with just the data needed for our

calculation.

Again following Picton, we chose the spectrum for 22.1 K for our model.

instead of using Picton’s numbers directly, we digitized the curve from the graph

in the reference, plotted it on a large scale, and then smoothed it by hand. Care

waa taken to use an C2variation for low energies. As discussed by Harker and

Brugger, the appropriate normalization for this frequency spectrum is 0.32. This

spectrum and the four discrete oscillators were then used to calculate S(a, @

with LEAPR using the a and /3 grids of Picton. The input file follows:

o
6
LEAPR
20
● SOLIDHETEAIEAT 2X, HARKER& BRUGGERSPECTRUX*/
i 2/
33 1001./
0.9991720.4784/
1 1. 11.8984.73921/
70 80/
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.1742.3488.4o59.4644.5215.6386.7547.8703
.98601.16011.39321.62451.91482.20502,6106
3.01773.S3934.11984.87405.68716.61597.7760
9.062210.620012.418714.506616.944319.846423.211S
27,099631.742137.080543.40S250.716859.188969.6343
81.240387.043194.0059101.5493110.2545120.1198129.9834
161.4647177.6682188.0122204.2604207.1629209.4831214.7068
217.0266220.5090232.1145242.5609261.1291272.7347282.0199
287.2413298.2667304.6496311.0342319.1575327.281O331.9236
3s0.370.390.410.450.500./

o. .1742.3488.4069.4644.5216.6386.7S47.8703
.98801.16011.39321.62461.91482.20602.610S
3.01773.63934.11984.87406.68716.61697.7760
9.062210.620012.418714.606616.944319.846423.2116
27.099631.742137.080643.4062S0.716869.18806S.6343
81.24038S.46189.66094.006996.0100.221104.6110.2646
120.1198129.9834151.4547170.90177.6682181.618S.67190.419
193.8197.276200.8204.2604207.1629209.4831214.7068
217.0266220.6090232.1146242.5599261.1291272.7347282.0199
287.2413298.2667304.6496311.0342319.1S7S327.2810331.9236
360.370.390.410.

22/
.000645/
O. 1.767 16.7S26 36
43.643.646 46.348
139.77 4.6 2.3 1.2
0./
o. 0. .32/
4/
.162.190.361.374/
.308.186.042.iM/

* S-CE4 LAHL
● REF.1
●----EYBF/B-6
●-----TBERXALDATA
●------mF-e*/

430.450./

37.638.541 42.643.343.6
44.639 36 33.632 28.32622 17 16
1.522.6 3 2.72.22.1 2.23 3 1.6

EVAL-APR93MACFARLAME*/
DIST-*/
HATERIAL33*/

● SOLIDMETEAIBAT 22X,MODELOF PICTOEBASEDOX TEE ●/
● SPECTRUXOF HARKERAIDBRUGGER.*/
● ●✏

● 1.
●

●

● ●/
/
STOP

R.X.NACFARLAIB,IEUTBERMALYEUTROISCA_IBG FILSSFOR ●/
BBD?/B-VIRELEASE2, LOS ALAHOSIATIOIALLABORATORYREPORT●/
LA-12639-MS(TOBE PUBLISHED).●/

The frequencyspectrumgivenin this input file is plottedin Figure 72. During

the calculation, the momentsof Z’nandS(cx,/3) werecheckedand theerrors were

modest. The output listing for the solid-type part of the problem was examined

carefully tosee that theaand/?ranges were sufficient and that the normalization

and

was
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calculation. In the discrete-oscillator calculation the delta
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Figure 72: The Harker-Brugger frequency spectrum used for solid
methane. Note the quadratic shape at low energies.

functions for @ >0 were put directly into the scattering law as sharp triangles.

The /3=0 peak was converted into incoherent elastic scattering. A portion of the

output listing showing the discrete lines is shown below:

ALPIIA= 2.61060

DEBYE-VALLERFACTOR= 6.0347X-01

DISCRETELIEES
BETA VEIGBT
0.000 9.63408-01

-8S.461 9.2S31B-03
-170.9034.36328-06
-100.2214.7644E-03
-186.6724.48308-06
-200.441 1.1641E-06
-190.4196.6623E-04
-197.276 1.8739E-03
-282.7281.7632E-06

HORMCHECK 1.0000
RULECHECK 0.9964

The Debye-Waller factor printedhere is theonefrom the solid-typespectrum,

A=. It defines the total strength of all the discrete lines. All the discrete lines

taken tmgethermust satisfy the normalizationand sum-rule requirementsof any

scattering law. If the number ofdiscrete lines increases above 100,someof them
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Figure 73: S(cx, -$) for solid methane shown as a function of /3 for the
a values 0.986 (lowest), 16.94, ~d 151.45 (highest). The four discrete
levels show up as sharp triangles in the lowest curve. SS is used to
denote script S.

will begin to be lost, and the checks will begin to decrease below unity. The listing

for the discrete-oscillator calculation shows that the grid specified does a reason-

able job of satisfying the overall normalization and sum-rule checks. LEAPR

automatically prepared an output file in ENDF-6 format. Plots of S(a, @ versus

~ for several values of a aregiven in Figure 73.

Next, the new evaluation for S(a, /3) was processed into integrated cross sec-

tions and double differential cross sections using the THERMR module of NJOY.

When this was first done, it was necessary to slightly modify the NJOY code to

allow for the very large values of@ appropriate to these low temperatures (note

that /3 is inversely proportional to kZ’ for a given energy transfer); it is neces-

sary to keep values of S as small as lxIO-W for this evacuation. This is quite a

dynamic range! A plot of the integrated cross section is given in Figure 74, and

plots of the outgoing neutron spectrum integrated over angle at several incident

energies are given in Figure 75.

The output of THERMR can then be used to produce either multigroup or

Monte Carlo cross sections.
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Figure 74: Inelastic (solid) and incoherent elastic (dashed) cross sec-
tions for solid methane. The small bumps starting at about 0.2 eV are
due to the discrete levels at .162, .190, .361, and .374 eV.

Figure 75: Neutron spectra a(l?+ E’) for solid methane shown as
functions of outgoing neutron energy E’ for E =0.0001, .0253, and .503
eV.
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IX. LIQUID METHANE

The preparation of a model for liquid methane at 90 K was a little more dif-

ficult. Once again, we use the four discrete oscillators to represent the molecular

vibrations, In adchtion, we need a continuous frequency distribution to represent

the molecular rotations, and a pair of parameters Wt and c to represent diffu-

sion. This latter component was omitted from Picton’s model, but we felt that

it might be needed to obtain a reasonable quasi-elastic peak in the spectrum of

scattered neutrons. Therefore, we couldn’t use the Picton input directly, and

21 Agrawzd and YIp divided the problem into twowe had to refer to his source.

parts: translations and rotations.

For translations, they proposed a model for ~(t) that matches the expected

diffusive behavior at long times and provides an oscillatory behavior at short

times. Each methane molecule is assumed to move in a “cage” formed by its

neighbors, and the cage itself is allowed to relax with time. As Agrawal and

Yip point out, the molecule will oscillate initially, but gradually as the restoring

forces decay into a frictional background, it will go over into difisive motions.

The resulting analytic expression for the frequency spectrum is

(73)

The fact that ~(w) is nonzero at u=O indkates that the molecules are capable

of diffusion, and in addition, ~(w) has a resonant behavior near (U2–r~)l/2, the

characteristic frequency of local oscillations.

For rotations, the argument starts out by recalling that for translations, y(t)

is related to the mean-square displacement W(t) by

~(q = Kw(t) , (74)

where the magnitude of the wave vector is related to a by

h2/c2

a = 2MkT “
(75)

The rotational analog of the mean-square displacement is the mean-square com-

ponent of the bond length ~ along the vector i?, or

w(t) = < [b%(t)– 6.(0)] >2
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The function F1(t) is seen to describe the correlation between a specific direction

in the molecule at t=O with its direction at a later time t. Therefore, it is called

the “dipole correlation function”. The same function appears in the classical

limit of the theory of optical line shapes for infrared absorption as presented by

Gordon.22 At frequencies where it is safe to assume that the internal vibrations of

different molecules are unc,smpled,the shape of a vibration~ fine depends mostly

on the reorientation motions of individual molecules, and the dipole correlation

function can be obtained from

Gordon has used this method to compute F’l(t) for liquid methane at 98 K based

23 In order to link this result to neutron scattering,on the infrared data of Ewing.

we use the high-temperature clzwsical limit of Eq.(5) to express W(t), namely,

which can be inverted to obtain

(78)

(79)

This limit is justified by noting that ~< 1 for the rotational modes in liquid

methane around 90 K. It is now easy to compute pr by taking two derivatives of

the dipole correlation function graphed by Gordon.

The result is shown in Figure 76, together with the translational frequency dis-

tribution discussed above. These numbers were generated by digitizing the curve

from Agrawal and Yip, subtracting the translational part, and smoothing the re-

mainder. Agrawal and Yip compared their model with both doubledifferential

and integrated cross sections, with very good agreement.

Unfortunately, this model does not match the requirements of LEAPR. The

only type of frequency distribution that is nonzero at u=O that can be used by the
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code is the diffusive law of Egelstaff and Schofield, which does not have the short-

time oscillatory behavior of Eq.(73). our main reason for using the diffusion term

in our model for liquid methane was to improve the ‘quasi-elastic” peak, which

depends mostly on the small-w part of the frequency distribution. Therefore, it

seemed reasonable to select diffusion parameters Wtand c that gave a reasonable

representation for the full width at half maximum of the quasi-elastic peak, to

subtract the result jd from the sum of the two curves shown in Figure 76, and to

use the difference to represent both the translational oscillatory modes and the

rotational modes. Figure 77 shows this breakdpwn. Once again, there has been

some hand smoothing, and the low energy part of the distribution was forced to

follow an C2law. The final breakdown was 1.5% diffusion, 30.5% rotation, and

68% molecular vibrations.

The LEAPR input for liquid methane at 90 K is shown below.

o
6
LBAPR
20
● LIQUIDM6TEAIBAT 100K, MODIFIEDAGRAWAL& YIPMOD2L*/
1 2/
33 1001./
0.999i720.4784/
1 1. 11.8984.73921/
89 81/
.0387 .0776 .0902 .1032 .1159
.1419 .1677 .1934 .2191 .2578 .3096.3610
.4255 .4600 .6801 .6706 .7865 .9166 1.0831
1.2638 1.4702 1.7280 2.0116 2.3600 2.7SS7 3.2237
3.7864 4.4103 S.1S81 6.0221 7.0638 8.2401 0.6466
11.2704 13.1631 16.4743 18.0634 19.342S 20.890222.S666
24.5010 26.6933 28.6662 33.6666 39.46S6 41.7805 46.3912
46.0362 46.6618 47.7124 48.2218 49.0020 61.6810 53.9022
68.0287 60.6077 62.6711 63.8314 66.2816 67.6999 69.1187
70.0239 72.7291 73.7608 78.6611 83.6613 86.1404 90.0089
9S.2326 96.4666 98.0039 100.8408104.4616 109.6097117.8626
137.8603140.6683144.6847149.5850161.1907183.4447208.7711
237.6841270.3966307.7273360.2124398.6626463.6881616.2107/
0.0 .0387 .0776 .0902
.1032 .1160 .1419 .1677 .1934 .2191 .2678”
.3006 .3610 .4266 .4900 .6801 .6706 .7865
.9166 1.0831 1.2638 1.4702 1.7280
2.7698 3.2237 3.7654 4.4103 6.1S81
8.2401 9.6466 11.2704 13.1631 16.4
20.8902 22.6666 24.5010 26.6933 28
41.7806 46.3912 46.0362 46.6618 47
61.6810 63.9022 S8.0287 60.6077 62
67.6999 69.1187 70.9239 72.7291 73
86,1404 90.0089 93.2326 96.4666 98

2.0116 2.3600
6.0221 7.0638
43 18.0538 19.3429
8862 33.0666 39.4696
7124 48.2281 49.0020
6711 63.8314 66.2816
7608 78.6611 83.6613
0039 100.8408104.4616
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Figure 76: Frequency spectrum for liquid methane (solid as given by
!Agrawal and Yip, including an analytic translational part dashed) and

a rotational part based on Gordon’s analysis of the optical me-ure-
ments of Ewing.
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Figure 77: Effective frequency spectrum for methane including both
translational and rotational modes, but not including diffusive modes.
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109.6097 117.8625137.8503140.5583144.6847149.5850161.1907/
100/
.0004045/
o. .004.018.034.060.068.087.109
.133.156.178.203
.298.288.278.267
.161.150.138.118
.017.013.010.000

.015200. .306/
4/
.162.190.361.374/
.308.186.042.144/

0/
● L-CE4 LAIL
● RSF.1
●----EKDF/B-VI
●-----TEERKALDATA●/
●-----.E~p-6●/

.223.243.261.277.291.299

.253.237.219.202.186.173

.097.078.062.047.034.023

.006.0030,/

EVAL-APR9311ACFARLAIB●/
DIS’T-●I
KATERIAL33 ●/

● LIQUIDNET8AIEAT IOOK,HODELOF AGRAUALASDYIP */
● AS MPLEKBXTEDBY D.J.PICTOE,*/
● MODIFIEDTO IICLUDEA DIFFUSIVECOIIPOEEIT.●/
● ✘✏

● 1.
●

●

● ●/
/
STOP

R.E.MACFARLAEE,EEUTSERKALEE’UTROllSCATTERINGFILESFOR ●/
EEDF/B-VIR&LEASE2, LOS ALNOS IATIOHALLABORATORYREPORT●/
LA-12639-W(TOBE PUBLISIIED).●/

LEAPRwas run with this input taking advantage of the much accelerated

diffusion calculation discussed above. Once again the moments of T. and S(/?)

were checked, and no great problems were seen. These checks help to prove that

thecgrid for the input frequency spectrum and the /?gridforcalculating Sare

reasonable. We also checked the range ofa and filto be sure that nonsignificant

cross section contributions were being cutoff. The results seem to begood for all

energy transfers possible with incident neutron energies up to 1 eV. Once again,

LEAPRproduced an output filein ENDF-6 format. This time, there was no

elastic contribution at all. Plots of S(a,~) versus Q for several values of@ are

shown in Figure 78. Note that the behavior of the curves for small /? is quite

different than in Figure 73. This reflects the presence of the difisive component.

The new evaluation for liquid methane was run through the THERMR mod-

uleof NJOYtoproduce integrated anddifferential cross ~tions. %rnple results

are given in Figurea 79 and 80. The integrated cross section is compared with

experimental data at 110K that was quoted in the Agrawal and Yip paper.
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Figure 78: S(a,~ curves for liquid methane. Notethediffusivebe-
1havioratlow a an ~.

Fi ure 79: Thecomputed cross section forliquid methane at lOOK
f(so id) is compared to experimental data (squares) by Whittemore and

by Rogalska as quoted by Agrawal and Yip.
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Figure 80: Neutron spectra c(E+E’ areshown for E=.OOO1, .0253,
1and .503 meV. Note the sharp uasi-e astic peak that results from the

!diffusive term in the theory use here.
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X. LIQUID HYDROGEN

As discussed above, we pictures hydrogen molecule bound in a cluster of

about 20 molecules and undergoing vibrations similar to those of a hydrogen

molecule in a solid. These clumps then diffuse through the liquid (hindered

translations) according to the Egelstaff-Schofield effective width model. This

physical situation is described by the Keinert-Sax distribution function (which

they kindly provided to us). They assumed a weight of 0.025 for the hindered

translation, leaving a value of 0.475 for the solid-like distribution. In addition,

intermolecular coherence is taken into account using the Vineyard approximation,

The static structure factor S(K) was provided to us by Keinert and S=.

This model was then used in LEAPR. The following is the input file used for

para hydrogen:

o
e
LEAPR
20
●PARAEYOROGEIAT 20K*/
1 2/
2 1001./
.9991720.4782 0 2/
0/
59 105/
.001.002.006.01.02.05.1 .1S.2 .3 .S .71 1.62 3 4 5 6 7 8 10
12 14 16 18 20 26 30 40 60 60 80 100120140160180200220240 260
280300320340360 380400420 440460480 600620640 660680600/
O .01.06.1 .16.2 .3 .4 .6 .7 1 1.62 2.63 3.S4
4.6 6 6.6 S.76.8 6.96 6.266.677.6 8 8.48.6 8.68.70278.88.9
9 9.6 10 10.611 11.612 12.613 13.614 14.616 16,S
16 17 18 1920 21 2223 2425 25.726.126.527 2829 30
3S 37.640 46.S60 62.2S6 60 66 70 76 80 86 90 96 100106
1101.1612012S130 136140146150160170 180190200
210220230240260 260280300/

20/
.00026481/
o. .01663.0626.141.26.391.S626.7661. 1.2661.56261.89
2.262.843.06263.624. 4.6 5.67.0 8.59.29.6 9.4
9.28.9 8.68.07.6 7.066.76.46,2
6.16.2 6.466.76.967.16.5S6.63. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0./

.02640 .476/
0/
301 .05/
9.29815E-029.29816E-029.31478E-029.43837E-029.64680E-02
9.68871E-029.86644E-021.00813E-01I,03358E-011.06334E-01
1.09777E-011.13730E-01’1.18249E-011.23396E-011.29241E-01
1.35875E-011.43399E-011.51932E-011.61618E-011.72622E-01
1.86143E-011.99416E-012.16717E-012.34376E-012.56779E-01
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2.80386E-013.08731E-01
4.73417E-015.31620E-01
1.11800E+O01.40870E+O0
2.18890E+O02.28030E+O0
2.2S81OE+OO2.17060E+O0
1.62130E+O01.4581OE+OO
8.35450E-017.05650E-01
3.61720E-013.24640E-01
3.63550E-014.13250S-01
7.I0230E-017.97080E-01
1.I261OE+OO1.19430E+O0
1.37190E+O01.38970E+O0
1.36860E+O0i.32890E+O0
1.16570E+O01.1066OE+OO
9.1541OE-O18.76080E-01
7.73800E-017.63720K-01
7.83640E-018.01640E-01
9.06370E-019.368408-01
1.05290E+O01.O771OE+OO
1.141OOE+OO1.14760E+O0
1.13690E+O01.12600E+O0
1.06160E+O01.04260E+O0
9.6901OE-O19.63360E-01
9.1082OE-O1,9.06020E-Oi
9.1043OE-O19.16820E-01
9.66670E-019.68760E-01
1.01660E+O01.02700E+O0
1.06660E+O01.06030E+O0
i.06990E+O01.05630E+O0
1.03180E+O01.02410E+O0
9.92600E-019.86380E-01
9.64220E-019.61220E-01
9.59320E-019.61220E-01
9.76020E-019.80960E-Oi
1.00i90E+O01.00680E+O0
1.02220E+O01.02460E+O0
1.02770E+O01.02680E+O0
1.01820E+O0I.OMIOE+OO
1.00120E+O09.97740E-01
9.86480E-019.84540E-01
9.81110E-019.81360E-01
9.86080R-019.880108-01
9.97130E-019.99490E-01
1.00770E+O01.00920E+O0
1.01260E+O01.01270E+O0
I.O1O4OE+OO1.00920E+O0
1.00340E+O01.00170E+O0
9.96800E-019.94600E-01
9.91540E-019.91260E-01
9.92110E-019.92740E-01
9.9641OE-O19.97490E-01
1.00170E+O01.00260E+O0
1.00530E+O01.00660E+O0
1.00560E+O01.00530E+O0
I.OO31OE+OO1.00240E+O0

3.41443E-013.79240E-oi4.22934E-01
6.98441E-016.74614E-017.98670E-01
1.66330E+O01.87990E+O02.05540E+O0
2.33060E+O02.34180E+O02.3i640E+O0
2.05860E+O01.92640E+O01.77900E+O0
1.29380E+O0i.13270E+O09.78790E-01
S.91800E-014.96760E-014.18820E-01
3.07270E-013.08840E-013.28120E-01
4.75100E-015.46810E-016.26010E-01
8.84210E-019.69420E-011.06070E+O0
1.26380E+O01.30370R+O01.34320E+O0
1.39680E+O01.39360E+O01.38050E+O0
1.29240%+001.25060E+O01.20460E+O0
i.066iOE+O01.00690E+O09.58990E-01
8.41740E-018.12980E-017.90250E-Oi
7.69960E-017.62260E-017.70320E-01
8.23670E-018.48980E-018.76810E-01
9.67460E-019.97440E-011.02610~+00
i.09840E+O01.I1630E+O01.i3060E+O0
1.16040E+O01.14930E+O01.14470E+O0
1.I1260E+O01.09710E+O01.07990E+O0
1.02330E+O01.00440E+O09.86140E-01
9.39490E-019.27660E-019.18060E-01
9.03650E-019.03670E-019.05980E-01
9.24910E-019.34440E-019.45130E-01
9.81090E-019.93360&Ol 1.00530E+O0
1.03640E+O01.04460E+O01.06130E+O0
i.06260E+O01.06310E+O01.06220R+O0
1.06150E+O01.04670E+O01.03910E+O0
1.01610E+O01.00800E+O0I.000IOE+OO
9.78870E-019.73110E-019.68200E-01
9.69240E-019.58280E-019.58320E-01
9.63940E-019.67390E-019.71460E-01
9.86140E-019,91450E-019.96740E-01
1.01140E+O01.01560E+O01.01920E+O0
1.02640E+O01.02760E+O01.02790E+O0
1.02640E+O01.02340E+O01.02100E+O0
1.01170E+O01.00820E+O01.00470E+O0
9.94500E-019.91610E-019.88820E-Oi
9.83020E-019.81930E-019.81300E-01
9.820008-019.83030E-019.84410E-01
9.90130E-019.92400E-019.947SOE-01
1.00180E+O01.00390E+O01.00690E+O0
1.01060E+o01.01160E+O01.01220E+O0
1.012SOE+O01.01200E+O01.01130E+O0
i.00790E+o01.00650E+O01.00490E+O0
I.000IOE+OO9.98600E-019.97160E-01
9.93660E-019.92690E-019.92010E-01
9.91190E-019.91320E-019.91630E-01
9.93610E-019.94400E-019.95370E-01
9.98690E-019.99670E-011.00070E+O0
1.00350E+O01.00420E+O01.00480E+O0
1.00580E+O01.00S80E+O01.00680E+O0
1.00480E+O01.00430E+O01.00370E+O0
1.00160E+o01.00090E+O0I.000IOE+OO
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*
●

●

●

●

☛

●

●

☛

●

☛

●

●

●

●

●

✚

9.99400E-01/
PARA-E LAIL EVAL-APR93MACFARLA8E*/
REF.1 DIST-*/
----’ESDF/B-u MATERIAL2*/
-----TEEMALDATA*/
------EIIDF-6*/
●/
LIQUIDPARAN’DROGESAT 20K COHPUTED WITSLEAPR.*/
THE SCATTERINGLAW IS EASEDOH ‘TEE NODELOF l(EIIER’T ABDSAX,*/
WHICHIICLUDESSPIICORRELATIOISFROlfTEE YOUIG ASOKOPPEL*/
MODEL,DIFFUSIOIABDLOCALH13’DEREDXOTIOHSFROMAE*/
EFFECTIVETRAISLATIOIALSCATTERINGLAWBASEDOH A FREQUENCY*/
DISTRIBUTION,ASDIHTEMOLECULAllCOEERSBCEAFTERVIIYARD.*/
●/
1. R.E.NACFARLME,IEUTEERNALMEUTROISCATTERXIG FILESFOR ●/

E#DF/B-VIRELEASE2, LOS ALAMOSXATIOSALLABORATORYREPORT●/
LA-12639-HE(TOBE PUBLISHED).●/

●/

STOP

The following isthe input used forortho hydrogem

o
6
LEAPR
20
●ORTSOHYDROGEMAT 20K*/
1 2/
3 1001./
.99Q1720.4782 0 1/
0/
60 110/
.001.002.005.01.02.06.1 .16.2 .3 .6 .7 1
1.6234667810121416 1820
25 30 40 60 80 80 100120140 160180200220240 260 280300
320 340360380400420440460480 6006S0600660 700760800/
O .001.002.006.01.02.05 .1 .16.2 .3 .4 .6 .7 1 1.S2 2.5
3 3.644.6 6 S.66 6.67 7.5 8 8.48.6 8.6 8.7038.88.99 9.5
10 10.611 11.612 12.613 13.614 14.51S 16.S
16 17 17.418 1020 21 2223 2426 26 2728 29 3032.6
36 37.64042.643.6 44.647.650 62.666 60 66 70 76 78.38086
90 96 100 106110116120121.8125130136140 146150160170
180190200210220230240250260280300/

20/
.0002648 1/
o. .01563.0626.141.2S.391.562S.7661. 1.2661.66261.89
2.262.643.062S3.624. 4.6 6.67.0 8.59.29.6 9.4
9.28.9 8.58.07.57.066.7 6.46.2
8.16.2 6.466.76.967.16.655.63. 0.
0. 0. 0, 0. 0./

.02540 .47s/
0/
301 .05/
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9.29815E-02
9.68871E-02
1.09777E-01
1.3S875E-01
1.85143E-01
2.80385E-01
4.73417E-01
1.11800E+O0
2.18890E+O0
2.2581OE+OO
1.62130E+O0
8.36450E-01
3.61720E-01
3.63550E-01
7.1023OE-O1
1.1261OE+OO
1.37190E+O0
1.3S860E+O0
1.15670E+O0
9.1641OE-OI
7.73800E-01
7.83640E-Oi
9.06370E-01
1.06290X+O0
1.141OOE+OO
1.13690E+O0
1.06160E+O0
9.69010E-01
9.I0820E-01
9.I0430E-01
9.56670E-01
1.01660E+O0
1.06660E+O0
1.06990E+O0
1.03180E+O0
9.92600E-01
9.64220E-01
9.59320E-01
9.76020E-01
1.00190E+O0
1.02220E+O0
1.02770E+O0
1.01820E+O0
1.00120WO0
9.86480E-01
9.81110E-01
9.86080E-01
9.97130E-01
1.00770E+O0
1.01260E+O0
1.01040E+O0
1.00340E+O0
9.95800E-01
9.91540E-01
9.92110E-01

9.29816E-02
9.86644E-02
1.13730E-01
1.43399E-01
1.9Q416E-01
3.08731E-01
5.31620E-01
1.40870E+O0
2.280308+00
2.17060E+O0
1.4681OE+OO
7.0S650E-01
3.24640E-01
4.13250E-01
7.97080E-01
1.19430E+O0
1.38970E+O0
1.32890E+O0
1.1066OE+OO
8.76080E-01
7.63720B-01
8.01640E-01
9.36840E-01
1.O771OE+OO
1.14760E+O0
1.12600E+O0
1.04260E+O0
9.63360E-01
9.06020E-01
9.16820E-01
9,687608-01
1.02700E+O0
1.06030E+O0
1.06630E+O0
1.O241OE+OO
9.86380K-01
9.61220E-01
9.61220K-01
9.80960E-01
1.00680E+O0
1.02460E+O0
1.02680E+O0
1.O161OE+OO
9.97740E-01
9.84640E-01
9.813SOE-01
9.8801OE-O1
9.99490E-01
1.00920E+O0
1.01270E+O0
1.00920E+O0
1.00170E+O0
9.94600E-01
9.91260E-01
9.92740E-01

9.31478E-02
1.00813E-01
1.18249E-01
1.51932E-01
2,15717E-01
3.41443E-Oi
6.98441E-01
1.66330E+O0
2.33060E+O0
2.06860E+O0
1.29380E+O0
6.91800E-01
3.07270E-Oi
4.76100E-01
8.84210E-Oi
1.26380E+O0
1.39680E+O0
1.29240E+O0
1.06610E+O0
8.41740E-01
7.69960E-01
8.23670E-01
9.67460E-Oi
1.09840R+O0
1.16040E+O0
1.I1260E+O0
1.02330E+O0
9.39490E-01
9.03660E-01
9.24910E-01
9.81090E-01
1.03640E+O0
1.06260E+O0
1.06160E+o0
1.01610E+O0
9.78870E-01
9.69240E-01
9.63940E-01
9.86140E-Oi
1.01140E+o0
1.02640E+O0
i.02640E+O0
1.01170E+O0
9.94600E-01
9.83020E-01
9.82000E-01
9.90130E-01
I,00180E+O0
1.01060E+O0
1.01260E+O0
1.00790E+O0
I.000IOE+OO
9.93550E-01
9.91190E-01
9.93510E-01

9.43837E-02
1.03358E-01
1.23395E-01
1.61618E-01
2.34376E-01
3.79240E-01
6.74614E-01
1.87990E+O0
2.34180E+O0
1.92640E+O0
1.13270E+O0
4,96760E-01
3.08840E-Oi
6.46810E-01
9,69420E-Oi
1.30370E+O0
1.39360E+O0
1.26060E+O0
1.00690E+O0
8.12980E-01
7.62260E-01
8.48980E-01
9.97440E-01
1.i1630E+O0
1.14930E+O0
1.09710E+O0
i.00440E+O0
9.27660E-01
9.03670E-01
9.34440E-01
9.93360E-01
1.04460E+O0
i.063ioE+O0
1.04670E+O0
1.00800E+O0
9.73110E-01
9.68280E-01
9.67390E-01
9.91460E-01
1.01560E+O0
1.02760E+O0
1.02340E+O0
1.00820E+O0
9.91610E-Oi
9.81930E-01
9.83030E-01
9.92400E-01
1.00390E+O0
1.01160E+O0
1.01200E+O0
1.00660E+O0
9.98600E-01
9.92690E-01
9.91320E-01
9.94400E-01

9.54580E-02
1.06334E-01
1.29241E-01
1.72622E-01
2.5S779E-01
4.22934E-01
7.98670E-01
2.06640E+O0
2.31640E+O0
1.77900E+O0
9.78790E-01
4.18820E-01
3.28120E-01
6.2601OE-O1
1.06070E+O0
1.34320E+O0
1.38060E+O0
1.20460E+O0
9.68990E-01
7.90260E-01
7.70320E-01
8.7681OE-O1
1.O261OE+OO
1.13060E+O0
1.14470E+O0
1.07990E+O0
9.86140E-01
9.18060E-01
9.06980E-01
9.46130E-01
1.00530E+O0
1.06130E+O0
1.06220E+O0
1.03910E+O0
I.000IOE+OO
9.68200E-01
9.68320E-01
9.71460E-01
9.96740E-01
1.01920E+O0
1.02790E+O0
1.02100E+O0
1.00470E+O0
9.88820E-01
9,81300E-01
9.84410E-01
9.94760E-01
1.00690E+O0
1.01220E+O0
1.01130E+O0
1.00490E+O0
9.97160E-01
9.92010E-01
9.91630E-01
9.96370E-01
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9.9041OK-O19.97490E-019.98590E-019.99670E-011.00070E+O0
1.00170E+O01.00260E+O01.00350E+O01.00420E+O01.00480E+o0
1.00630E+O01.00560E+O01.00580E+O01.00S80E+O01.00s80E+o0
1.0Q660E+O01.00S30E+O01.00480E+O01.00430E+O01.00370E+O0
1.OO31OE+OO1.00240E+O01.00160E+O01.00090E+O01.OOO1OE+OO
9.9@400E-01/

●oRTHo-E LML EVAL-APR93lfACFARLAIE*/
● REF.1 DIST-*/
●----ssDF/B-6 MATERIAL3*/
●-----TEERNALDATA*/
●------~F-6*/
● LIqWD ORTEOEYDROGEBAT 20KCOHPUTEDWITSLEAPR.*/
● TBE SCATTERINGLAW IS BASED01 TEEMOOELOF KEIIERTASDSAX,*/
● UKICJtIICLUDESSPINCORRELATIONSFRONTKEYOUBGAIDKOPPEL*/
● HoDE’L, DImSIOI AHDLOCALEISDEREDl!OTIOES~B AB*/
● EFFECTIVETRABSLATIOIALSCA~RIIG LAMBASED01 A FREQUENCY*/
● DISTRIBUTION,AID IMZRMOLECULARCOIIEREICEAFTERV19YARD.*/
● ●/
● 1. R.E.MACFARLAIE,IEUTHERKALIEUTROISCATTERINGFILESFOR ●/
● ESDF/B-VIRELSASB2, LOSALAMOSHATIOBALLABOSATORYRKPORT●/
● LA-12639-XS(TOBE PUBLISHED).●/
● ●/
/
STOP

Figures 81and82 show thefrequency spectrum for the solid-typemodes and

thestatic structure factor, respectively.

Several views of the scattering law for liquid para hydrogen are shown in

Figures 83 through 86. The asymmetric version ofS(a, /3) is plotted because

liquidhydrogendoes not obey themicroscopic reversibllitycondition requiredfor

having asymmetric scattering law. Note that theczand ~gridsare sufficiently

detailed to represent the important features. The cusps evident in Figure 86are

duetoplotting semilog curveson slog-logplot. Similarly, Figures87 through

Wshowthescattenng law forliquidortho hydrogen.

Someexamplesof crosssectionsand secondaryenergydistributions computed

by THERMR are shown in Figures 91, 92, and 93.
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Figure 81:
translational

EfneV)

The Keinert-Sax frequency
modes of liquid hydrogen.

D

Figure 82: The static structure factor S(K) for liquid hydrogen.
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Figure 83: Script-S for liquid para hydrogen at 20 K is shown as a
function of/3 for several a values, concentrating on the low-a and low-s
range.

J=ZM “4.0 -40 - ‘“ao da “’”2

Figure 84: Script-S for liquid para hydrogen at 20 K is shown as a
function of@ for several a values, concentrating on the middle range of
a and /3 values.
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Figure 85: Script-S forliquid para hydrogen at 20 K is shown as a
function of@ for several a values, concentrating on high a and/3 values.

a

Figure 86: Script-S for liquid para hydrogen at 20 K is shown as a
function of a for several @ values corresponding to downscatter.
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Figure 87: Script-S for liquid ortho hydrogen at 20 K is shown as a
function of/3 for several a values, concentrating on the low-a and low-~
range.

s?-n Ad / ll\ / *

Figure 88: Script-S for liquid ortho hydrogen at 20 K is shown as a
function of@ for several o values, concentrating on the middle range of
a and /3 values.
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Figure 89: Script-S forliquid ortho hydrogen at 20 K is shown as a
function of@ for several a values, concentrating on high a and/3 values.

a

Figure 90: Script-S for liquid ortho hydrogen at20K is shown
function ofafor several ~values correspondingto downscatter.
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Figure 91: Thecross s=tions forliquid orthohydrogen (upper curve)
and liquid para hydrogen (lower curve) are compared with experimental
data (see Ref. 29 obtained by Squires (gas) at 20 K (squares), Whit-

A
ternore at 20 K circles), and Seiffert at 14 K (trian les). The solid
curves are at 20 %, and the dashed curve is at 14 K. T e sharp drop in
the para cross section below 0.05 eV is due to spin coherence, and the
second drop below .003 eV is due to intermolecular interference.
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Figure 92:
for E=.001,

, , , , ,, , ,
0 I& d-’

r , d

- (d!)

The spectra c(E+E’) for liquid para
.0106, and .112 eV.

are shown

Figure 93: The spectra a(f?+f?)
for E=.001, .0106, and .112 eV.

for liquid ortho hydrogen are shown
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XI. LIQUID DEUTERIUM

The model for liquid Da is almost identical to the one described above for

liquid Hz. The diffusion parameters used for liquid deuterium are identical to

those used for liquid hydrogen. This means that we are assuming that about

10 deuterium molecules are contained in the clump that is diffusing through the

liquid. The static structure factor used to account for intermolecular interference

was kindly provided to us by Keinert and Sax.

The LEAPR input file for para deuterium follows:

o
6
LEAPR
20
●PAM nmI~ AT 19K*/
1 2/
12 1002./
1.99683.3962 0 4/
0/
66 110/
.001.002.006.01.02.0S.1 .15.2 .3 .4 .6 .6 .7 .8 .9 1 1.261.4
1.61.762 2.6 3. 3.64. 4.6 6. 5.S6. 6.67. 7.68. S. 10.11. 12.16
20 26 30 40 60 60 80 100120140160180200220240260280300/
O .01..02.06.1 .16 .2 .3 .4 .6 .6 .7 .8 .9 1 1.261.S1.762 2.2S
2.63 3.253.6 3.7644.264.64.765 S.266.6S.766 6.577.5 8
8.258,S8.759S.2S 0.6 9.7610 10.611 11.612 12.613 13.614
14.616 16.616 17 18 1S 20 21 22 22.6.232426 20 27 28 2S 30
32 34 36 38 40 40.742 4446 48 60 66 60 63.366 70 76 80 86 90 96 100
110 120130140160160 170180190200220240260280300/

19/
.000212481/
o. .01663.0626.141.26.391.6626.7661. 1.2661.66261.89
2.262,643.06263.624. 4.6 6.67.08.6 9.29.69.4
9.28.9 8.68.07.6 7.066.7 6.46.2
6.16.26.466.76.967.1 6.666.6 3. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0./

.02640. .476/
0/
198 .06/ S(KAPPA)PROMIKE
2.678688-022.69084B-022.61688S-022.64603E-022.68336E-022.731OOE-O2
2.788S68-022.86673E-022.93643R-023.02862E-023.13460B-023.26661E-02
3.39336E-023.66004E-023.72794E-023,92991E-024.16930E-024.42016E-02
4.71731E-026.06669B-026.44604E-026.89126E-026.40676E-027.00150E-02
7.69464E-028.506008-029.46819B-021,06862E-011.19304B-011.364308-01
1.94420E-014.60630S-016.97840E-019.30980g-011.14640E+O01.33740E+O0
1.60420E+O01.643708+001.764708+001.83690E+O01.89060B+O01.91660E+O0
1.91660E+O01.89260E+O01.8471OE+OO1.78300E+O01.70320E+O01.61OWK+OO
1.50940E+O01.40190E+O01.29160E+O01.18140E+O01.O741OE+OO9.72160E-01
8.77790E-017.92840E-017.18790E-016.56760E-016.O761OE-O16.71430E-01
6.48660E-016.38690E-016.40980E-016.64860E-016.79160E-016.12630E-01
6.63870E-017.01380E-017.63680E-018.O891OE-O18.668008-019.22760E-01
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9.78360E-011.03130E+O01.08050E+O01.12490E+O01.16360E+o01.19620E+O0
1.22200E+oo1.241OOE+OO1.25290E+oo1.25790E+O01.25620E+o01.24830E+O0
1.23470E+O01.21600S+001.i9300E+O01.16650E+O01.13730E+O0I.1062OE+OO
1.o741OE+OO1.04190E+O01.01030E+oo9.80050S-019.51840S-019.26230E-01
9.03700E-018.84660E-018.69350E-018.57990E-018.50630E-018.47250E-01
8.47730E-018.51870E-018.59390S-018.69930E-018.83090S-018.98440E-01
9,15500E-019.33770E-019.52760E-019.71980E-019.90970E-011.00930E+O0
1.02650E+O01.04230S+001.05630S+001.06840E+O01.07820E+O01.08S80E+O0
1.09090E+O01.09370E+O01.O941OE+OO1.09230E+O01.08830E+O01.08250S+00
1.07490E+O01.06590E+O01.05580E+O01.04480E+O01.03330E+O01.02140E+O0
1.00960E+O09.9811OE-O19.87160E-019.76980E-01@.67800E-019.59770E-01
9.63030E-019.476QOE-019.43800E-019.41390E-019.40460E-019.40960E-01
9.42800E-019.46900S-019.50130E-019.66330E-019.61360B-019.68020E-01
9.75140E-019.82530E-019.90020E-019.97420E-011.00460E+O01.01130S+00
1.01750S+001.02300E+O01.02780E+O01.03170E+O01.034808+001.03690E+O0
1.03810S+001.03830E+O01.03770S+001.03620E+O01.03390E+O01.O31OOE+OO
1.02750E+O01.023S0S+001.O191OE+OO1.01440E+O0 1.00970E+O0 1.00480E+O0
1.OOO1OE+OO9.9S690S-019.91330E-019.87450E-019.8401OE-O19.8107OE-O1
9.78670E-019.768608-019.75640E-019.75030E-019.75000E_Ol9.755408-01
9.7661OE-O19.78170E-019.80160E-019.82620E-019.86180E-019.88060E-01
9.9111OE-O19.94230E-010.973608-011.00040E+O01.003408+001.00610E+O0/
* PARA-D LASL EVAL-APR93XACFARLAIE●/
* REF.1 DIST-●/
●----EHDF/B-6 MATERIAL12 ●/
*-----TBERKALDATA●/
*------6sDF-6●/
●

☛

●

●

●

●

☛

●

●

☛

☛

✏

LIQUIDPARADEUTBRIUNAT 19KCOKPUTEDUITELEAPR.●/
THE SCATTERINGLAW IS BASEDOM THE HODSLOF KEIIERTAKDSAX,●/
WHICHIICLUDESSPIECORRSLATIOISFROMTEBYOUSGABDKOPPEL●/
MODEL,DIFFUSIOIAXDLOCALEISDEREDlfOTIOMSFROMAS ●/
EFFECTIVETRAISLATIOHALSCATTERINGLAW BASED01 A FREQUEYCY●/
DISTRIBUTION,MD IBTERKOLBWR COHERENCEAFTERVIHYARD.●/
8/
1. R.E.HACFARLAIE,IEUTEEMAL IEUTROKSCATTERINGFILESFOR ●/

EIIDF/B-VIRELEASE2, LOS ALAMOSHATIOHALLABORATORYREPORT●/
LA-12639-lfS(TOBE PUBLISHED).●/

●I

STOP

The LEAPR input file for liquid ortho deuterium follows:

o
6
LEAPR
20
●ORTHODEUTERIUNAT 19K*/
i 2/
13 1002./
1.99683.3962 0 3/
0/
56 111/
.001.002.005.01.02.0S.1 .15.2 .3 .4 .S .6 .7 .8 .9 1 1.261.4
1.51.7S2 2.6 3. 3.54. 4.5 5. 6.S6. 6.57. 7.6 8. 9. 10. 11.12. 15
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20 26 30 40 SO 60 80 100120140160180200220240260280300/
O ,01.02 .05.1 .15 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1 1.251.51.752 2,252.5
2.76 3 3.25 3.5 3.7544.25 4.5 4.76 5 6.25 S.5 5.75 6(3.s7 7.5 8
8.69 9.6 10 10.511 11.512 12.S13 13.2613.613.7514 14.5
15 15.516 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 26.527 27.528 29 30 31.6
32 34 36 3840 42 44 45.246 48 50 55 60 63.6567.870 75 80 85 90 95
110120130140150 160170180190200220240260280300/

19/
.00021248 1/
o. .01663.0625.141.25.391.5625.7661. 1.2661.562S1.89
2.252.643.06263.624. 4.6 6.67.08.5 9.29.S9.4
9.28.9 8.68.07.57.056.7 6.46.2
6.16.2 6.466.76.957.16.565.5 3. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0./

.02540. .476/
0/
198 .06/ S(KAPPA)FROMIKE
2.57868E-022.59094E-022.61688E-022.64603E-022.68336E-022.731OOE-O2
2.78856E-022.85673E-022.Q3643E-023.02862E-023.13450E-023.25551E-02
3.3933t3E-023.66004E-023.72794E-023.92991E-024.16930E-024.42015E-02
4.71731E-026.05659E-025.44504E-025.8Q126E-026.40676E-027.00150E-02
7.69464E-028.50500E-029.45819E-021.06862S-011.19304E-011.36439E-01

100

1.94420E-014.50530E-016.978408-019.30980E-011.14640E+O01.33740E+O0
1.504208+001.64370E+O01.76470E+O01.83690E+O01.89050E+O01.91650E+O0
1.91660E+O01.89250E+O01.8471OE+OO1.78300E+O01.70320E+O01.6109OE+OO
1.60Q40E+O01.40190E+O01.29160E+O01.18140S+00i.07410E+o09.72:60E-01
8.77790E-017.92840E-017.18790E-016.66760E-016.O761OE-O15.71430E-01
6.4856W-016.38690E-015.40980E-015.64860E-016.79160E-016.12630E-01
6.53870E-017.01380E-017.53580E-018.O891OE-O18.66800E-019.22750E-01
9.78350E-011.03130E+O01.08050E+O01.12490E+O01.16360E+O01.19620E+O0
1.22200E+O01.241OOE+OO1.26290E+O01.25790E+O01.26020E+O01.24830E+O0
1.23470E+O01.21600E+O01.19300E+O01.16660E+O01.13730E+O01.1062OE+OO
1.O741OE+OO1.04190E+O01.O1O3OE+OO9.80060E-019.61840E-019.26230E-01
9.03700E-018.84850E-018.60350E-018.67990E-018.60630E-018.472608-01
8.47730E-018.61870E-018.6S390E-018.69930E-018.83090E-018.98440E-01
9.15500E-019.33770E-019.52760E-019.71980E-019.90970E-011.00930E+O0
1.02660E+O01.04230E+O01.06630E+O01.06840E+O01.07820E+O01.08580E+O0
1.09090E+O01.09370E+O01.O941OE+OO1.09230E+O01.08830E+O01.08260E+O0
1.07480E+O01.066QOE+O01.05680E+O01.04480E+O01.03330E+O01.02140E+O0
1.00960E+O0S.9811OE-O19.87160E-019.76980E-019.67800E-019.69770E-01
9.630308-019.47690E-019.43800E-019.41390E-019.40460E-01@.40960E-01
9.428008-010.46900E-019.50130E-019.56330E-019.61360E-019.68020E-01
9.76140B-019.82630E-019.90020E-019.97420E-011.00460E+O01.01130E+O0
1.0176W+O01.02300E+O01.02780E+O01.03170E+O01.03480E+O01.03690E+O0
1.O381OR+OO1.03830E+O01.03770E+O01.03620E+O01.03390WO01.03100E+O0
1.02760E+O01.02350E+O01.O191OE+OO1.01440E+O01.00970E+o01.00480E+O0
1.OOO1OE+OO9.9S590E-019.91330E-019.87460E-019.8401OE-O19.8107OE-O1
9.78670S-019.76860E-019.75640E-019.75030E-019.75000E-019.76640E-01
9.7661OE-O19,78170E-019.80160E-019,82520E-019.86180E-019.88060E-01
9.9111OE-O19.94230E-019.97360E-011.00040E+O01.00340E+O01.00610E+O0/
* ORTBO-D LAIL EVAL-APR93MACFARLAHE●/
● REF.1 DIST-●/
● ----EllDF/B-6 MATERIAL13 */
● -----THERMALDATA●/
● -----.E~p%6●/
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● LIQUIDoRTHODHJTERIW AT 19KCOHPWED WITHLEAPR.*/
● THE SCATTERINGLAW IS BASED OH THE HODEL OF KEIYERTAYD SAX, */
* WHICH IICLUDESSPII CORRELATIONSFROMTHE YOUMG AID KOPPEL*/
● MODEL,DIFFUSIOI AWD LOCAL HIIIDEREDXOTIOISFROMAM ●/
● EFFECTIVETRAISLATIOIALSCATTERINGLAW BASED 01 A FREQUEICY */
● DISTRIBUTION, AMD IYTERNOLECULAR COHEREHCEAFI’ERVIMYARD. */
● ●/

● 1. R.E.XACFARLAHE,HEW TEERHAL IEUTROISCATTERINGFILES FOR ●/
● EIDF/B-VI RELEASE 2, LOS ALAXOSIATIOIAL LABORATORY REPORT ●/
● (TO BE PUBLISHED). ●/
● ●/

/
STOP

Figures 94 and 95 show the frequency spectrum for the hindered rotations

and the static structure factor, respectively.

Several viewsof the scattering law for liquid paradeuterium are shownin

Figures96 through 99. The asymmetric version ofS(~, @) is plotted, because

liquid deuterium does notobey thernicroscopic reversibility wn&tion required

for having asymmetricscatteringlaw. Notethat theaand ~gridsaresufEciently

detailed torepresent the important featura. The cusps evident in Figure99 are

duetoplotting semi-log curves onalog-log plot. Similarly, Figures 100 through

103 show the scattering Iawforliquidortho deuterium.

Figure 104 shows the cross sections for paraandortho deuteriumandcom-

pares them to experimental data for the equilibrium mixtureat 19K(l/3para,

2/3ortho). Figures 105 and 106 showoutgoing neutron spectra forthreedifferent

values of the incident energy.
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Figure 94: The Keinert-Sax frequency distribution for the effective
translational modes of liquid deuterium.
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Figure 95: The static structure factor S(K) for liquid deuterium.
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Figure 96: Script-S for liquid para deuterium at 19 K is shown as a
function of@ for several a values, concentrating on the low-a and low-/3
range.

Figure 97: Script-Sforliquidparadeuteriumat 19 K is shown as a
function of/3 for several a values, concentrating on the middle range of
a and P values.
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Figure 98: Script-S for liquid para deuterium at 19 K is shown as a
function of/3 for several Q values, concentrating on high a and /!?values.

a

Figure 99: Script-S for liquid para deuterium
function of a for several @ values corresponding

at 19 K is shown as a
to downscatter.
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Figure 100: Script-Sforliquidorthodeuteriumat19K is shown as a
function of ~ for several a values, concentrating on the low-a and low-~
range.

Figure 101: Script-Sforliquidorthodeuteriumat19K is shown as a
function of/3 for several a values, concentrating on the middle range of
a and /3 values.



Figure 102: Script-Sforliquidorthodeuteriumat19K is shown as a
function of/3 for several a values, concentrating on high a and@ values.
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Figure 103: Script-S for liquid ortho deuterium at 19 K is shown as a
function of a for several @ values corresponding to downscatter.
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Fi re 104: The cross sections for liquid para deuterium (solid curve
ran liquid ortho deuterium (chain-dash curve) at 19 K are compare d

with experimental data of Seiffert for an equilibrium orth-para mixture
at 19 K (see Ref. 30). The drop in the cross sections below .003 eV is
due to intermolecular interference.
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Figure 105: The neutron emission spectra for liquid para deuteriurn
at 19 K are shown for incident energies of 0.001, 0.0106, and 0.112 eV.

Figure 106: The neutron emission spectra for liquid ortho deuterium
at 19 K are shown for incident energies of 0.001, 0.0106, and 0.112 eV.
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